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Abstract 

When envisioning the future of the UAV’s, they are placed on a privileged position to 
execute aerial missions of surveillance and recognition, amongst others with high relevance 
and danger that were until nowadays executed by humans due to their expertise and 
intelligence. Nevertheless the task to fulfill this capability and meet the expectations 
requires a high level of autonomous capability from these systems. 

Research and development on unmanned aviation has been promoting the emergence of 
technologies and solutions eager to outcome this drawback and provide the UAVs with means 
allowing them to satisfy the mission’s demands. Development of advanced control 
algorithms, such as computational vision based navigation and also coordination and 
cooperation between UAV teams in joint flights are a marked example of such efforts. It has 
also become clear that the improvement of these concepts require base technology and 
experimentation methods which allows them to consolidate. 

The current thesis presents the complete work for the development of a low cost UAV, 
which is intended to be an important contribution towards this goal, thus allowing the 
testing and validating of advanced flight control. The developed system is based on a 
commercial low cost platform with fixed wings and an open-source autopilot, which 
demonstrate the trend for the usage of accessible technology to the spread of the 
community of research in this area. 

The discussion is focused on the design of the architecture for an UAV system proposed 
beforehand which is complemented with the specification and adoption of the software, 
hardware and technology to be implemented. Those are considered appropriate to the 
development of a solution that is pretended to integrate low-level control in order to 
achieve autonomous and stabilized flight, remote operability, telemetry communication to 
the surface, a computational vision system payload, robustness and safety. 

A special emphasis is given to the flight control routines, so a flight dynamics model of 
the vehicle is proposed, which is pretended to constitute a benefit in the perception and 
optimization of the stabilization and navigation algorithms.  

The evaluation of the MAV capability to navigate autonomously through waypoints in a 
stable flight and consequent validation of the established functional and performance 
requirements is based in a flight tests methodology during and after the development 
process.  
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Resumo 

A antevisão do futuro dos UAVs coloca-os numa posição priveligiada para a execução de 
missões aéreas de vigilância e reconhecimento e outras de elevada relevância e perigo 
realizadas até à data pela perícia e inteligência humana. No entanto, a tarefa de igualar esta 
capacidade e atingir as expectativas requer um elevado grau de capacidade autónoma por 
parte destes sistemas. 

Investigação e desenvolvimento em aviação não-tripulada promoveram o aparecimento de 
tecnologias e soluções que procuram superar este entrave e dotar os UAVs com meios que 
permitam satisfazer os requisitos exigentes das missões. O desenvolvimento de algoritmos de 
controlo avançado, tais como navegação baseada em visão computacional e coordenação e 
cooperação entre equipas de UAV em voo conjunto, são um exemplo evidente de tais 
esforços. É também evidente que o aprefeiçoamento destes conceitos requer tecnologia de 
base e métodos de experimentação que permita consolida-los.  

A presente tese pretende apresentar trabalho completo para o desenvolvimento de um 
UAV de custo reduzido, que se pretende ser uma importante contribuição neste sentido, 
permitindo o teste e validação de controlo de voo avançado. O sistema desenvolvido basea-se 
numa plataforma comercial de baixo custo do tipo asas fixas e num autopiloto open-source, 
que traduzem a tendência para a utilização de tecnolgia acessível à generalidade da 
comunidade de investigação nesta àrea.  

A discussão focaliza-se no design de uma arquitectura do sistema UAV que é proposta à 
partida e que vai sendo conctretizada pela especificação, escolha e integração das 
tecnologias de hardware e software. Estas consideram-se ser as adequadas ao 
desenvolvimento de uma solução que se pretende que integre capacidades de controlo 
básicas para voo estabilizado e autónomo, operabilidade remota, comunicação de telemetria 
para a superfície, payload de visão computacional, robustez e segurança. 

É dada uma especial ênfase às tarefas de controlo, sendo que é proposto um modelo da 
dinâmica do veículo em voo que se pretende que constitua uma vantagem na precepção, e 
optimização dos algoritmos de estabilização e navegação da plataforma.   

A avaliação da capacidade do MAV em navegar autonomamente através de marcadores 
numa rota estável e consequente validação tendo em consideração os requisitos funcionais e 
de performance estabelecidos à piori é suportada por uma metodologia baseiada em testes 
de voo realizados ao longo e após o processo de desenvolvimento.  
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

1.1  - UAVs: Overview 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles have recently seen unprecedented levels of growth in numerous 

military and civilian application domains. Recent studies [1] claim that UAVs will continue to 

be the most dynamic growth sector of the world aerospace industry, with a civil UAV market 

slowly emerging and estimative pointing for investments in research and development 

programs increasing in more than the triple in the next decade [1]. 

This growth can be explained by the manifest benefits of UAV over manned aviation. As 

stated in the U.S. Department of Defense Dictionary, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles are “a 

powered, aerial vehicle that does not carry a human operator, uses aerodynamics forces to 

provide vehicle lift, can fly autonomously or be piloted remotely, can be expandable, and can 

carry a lethal or non- lethal payload” [2]. This statement can be interpreted as a reduction of 

manpower required for a particular task due to the autonomous nature of UAVs, and a 

consequent reduction of human risk in missions considered hard, repetitive, and dangerous to 

manned aviation. 

As the field matures, new application domains including pipelines and power lines 

inspection, region surveillance, border patrol, rescue missions, fire prevention and so on are 

emerging [3], challenging the concept and utilization of such systems. 

For many of these applications to develop to maturity, the reliability of UAVs will need to 

increase, their capabilities will need to be further extended, their ease of use will need to be 

improved, and their cost will have to come down. 

Roles and capabilities of UAVs are growing as the interest of research communities in this 

subject is growing too. Research communities are targeting their efforts in the development 

of smaller, more flexible and versatile UAVs with increased sensing capabilities, sophisticated 

navigation systems[4], ability to make decision autonomously and integration in multi-vehicle 

teams that coordinate and cooperate to achieve higher level goals [5].  

These tendencies lead the UAV concept a step further with the introduction of the MAV 

concept, defined by DARPA as a miniature six-degree-of-freedom aerial robot, and classified 

as a category of UAVs with dimension restriction with potential advantages over bigger UAVs.  

MAVs hold a distinct advantage over other forms of UAVs for a variety of reasons. The 

primary advantages derive from the fundamental quality of MAVs: their small size. 

The ability to be man portable, hand launched and the difficulty of spotting them in the 

air is potentiated by this quality. The low-cost of manufacturing and maintaining an MAV is 
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directly related to their size as well. Current experiences and trends indicate that a basic 

computer vision and GPS navigated MAV could be mass produced with relatively low costs 

associated. The military and intelligence community would surely do such investment to 

obtain valuable information without risking human lives. And, while MAVs are recoverable and 

reusable, the loss of one due to malfunction, hostile action of chemical contamination would 

be acceptable from a cost analysis standpoint. 

The mentioned benefits of UAVs and MAVs in particular, will drive them to be more 

significantly used in future operations and play more distinctive roles. 

1.2  - Problem Statement and Motivation  

Advanced control concepts for cooperative control and computer vision guided UAVs are 

attracting the R&D communities to the potentialities inherent to UAV systems. The necessity 

to endow UAVs with artificial intelligence and automate their activities is intensified by the 

recent growth of application domains. Thus, the consolidation of those concepts requires the 

utilization of testbed UAVs for test and validation proposes. The necessary investment to 

acquire a commercial testbed is still high to be sustained by the majority of the intelligence 

community. Subsequently the motivation of the presented work arose from the necessity to 

develop an inexpensive UAV platform that supports new research activities. The low cost and 

complexity of the developed UAV system will favor researchers to verify their algorithms in a 

real flight environment by simultaneously deploying multiple inexpensive autonomous 

vehicles without making significant investments. This allows a trial and test process before 

transiting to the application in more expensive UAVs. 

Beside the cited motivation, the possibility to participate in the AUVSI student 

competition for UAS arose during the research work. This competition challenges the student 

community to design, develop, and demonstrate a UAV system capable of completing a specific 

and independent aerial operation. The operation retreats a war scenario with the UAS 

supporting a ground patrol with ISR. Mission objectives includes take off and arrival procedures, 

autonomous waypoint navigation and area search for target recognition in an assigned 

airspace. Furthermore, the mission safety considerations are taken to avoid disqualification. 

1.3  - Thesis Contribution 

This thesis will present work completed for the design, development and testing of a low 

cost and easily operated MAV system that can be easily replicated to be applied in testing and 

validation of advance control algorithms. The design of the MAV system is based in a small 

fixed wings flight platform with less than 4 feet wingspan, in an open-source autopilot, and 

low-cost COTS. 

The discussion will focus on the design of the MAV system architecture, specification and 

integration of the various subsystems that compose the MAV system, and in the features and 

capabilities that turns the system useful as a testbed tool for advanced control concepts 

testing and validation. 

A high-level hardware and software architecture of the system is proposed. Each 

subsystem is analyzed, specifications based on requirements are performed and solutions are 

presented. Flight platform, avionics, flight management and control hardware and software, 
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navigation subsystem, ground control station solutions are defined, integrated and tested as a 

MAV system that performs low and high level control, from a simple stabilized fly to a planed 

flight with navigation through waypoints.  

Furthermore, this thesis can be resumed as a contribution for: 

• Systematic procedure for design and specification of a MAV system based in 

system requirements; 

• Development of a non linear model for flight dynamics analysis of a fixed wing 

flight platform; 

• Design and implementation of a flight management and control system for 

guidance, navigation and attitude control of a small UAV; 

• Flight test based methodology for MAV validation and flight control optimization. 

   

1.4  - Related Work 

A quick research revealed a lack of commercial solutions available in the market that 

provides a complete small UAV system that could be ready used for R&D proposes. The 

majority of UAV systems are prototypes developed by research communities. Procerus 

Technologies is a company that commercializes UAV systems based on the Unicorn platform 

and Kestrel autopilot system [6]. 

Beyond this, some R&D related systems were developed for the AUVSI student UAS 

competition, here are some examples: 

• Blackbird UAS Project [7]; 

• OSAM-UAV [8]; 

• Xipiter [9]; 

• SOAR System [10]; 

• VAMUdeS Project [11];  

• More can be found at the AUVSI student UAS competition website. 

The discussion of the related work can be extended to flight control systems and avionics. 

This subject will be discussed further, however a brief reference to the most popular 

autopilots for UAV application:  

• Micropilot 2128g [12] - Full waypoint navigation, auto take-off and landing; 

weight: 28 grams, size: 100 x 40 x 15 mm; 

• Kestrel v2.4 [13] - Full waypoint navigation; weight: 16.7 grams; size: 51 x 35 x 12 

mm; 

• Paparazzi [14] Tiny v2 - Full waypoint navigation; weights 24 grams; size: 71 x 40 

x 15 mm; 

• Picollo SL [15] - Full waypoint navigation; weight: 110 grams; size: 130 x 59 x 19 

mm; 

• ArduPilot [16] – Full waypoint navigation; weight: 15 grams; size: 47 x 30 x 17 

mm. 

Related work in the UAV matter, including autopilots and ground stations can also be 

found in web groups and communities like DIYdrones [17]. 
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1.5  - Project Framework 

1.5.1 - PITVANT Project 

The research and development in UAVs is an ample theme, with countries like USA, Israel 

and other Asian countries as the pioneers and leaders. However there are still plenty of 

opportunities for other countries and research communities to perform efforts in the 

development of new technologies in this field, and to explore new concepts were UAVs can be 

applied with success. PITVANT is a project funded by the Portuguese Department of Defense 

in collaboration with the Portuguese Air Force, and the Faculty of Engineering of Oporto 

University that arises in this context. The project aims to research and develop technologies 

for UAVs, specifically: 

• Small and medium dimension platforms project, development and testing; 

• Miniaturized and embedded computational systems;  

• GPS, Galileo and inertial navigation systems; 

• Systems interoperability; 

• Advanced vision systems; 

• Cooperative control of multiple UAVs with mixed initiative; 

• Data fusion; 

• Navigation Systems and their integration on UAVs. 

This research work integrates part of the activities of this project, and aims to be an 

important contribution for the development of those technologies. 

1.5.2 - System Engineering Process 

Presented with a basic understanding and requirement for an autonomous aerial vehicle 

development, to use as a testbed for advanced control algorithms testing and validation, a 

systems engineering methodology was adopted to ensure the complete description, 

development, and synthesis of a flight test system that will be used to explore and evaluate 

advanced control concepts. 

An illustrative system engineering process flowchart is represented in Figure 1.1 [18]. 

The entire process begins with the capture of the process inputs. This initial process 

includes the identification of system objectives, mission requirements, including the 

description of the system operational environment, technology base, and system constraints.  

These requirements are then analyzed and decomposed into functional and performance 

requirements to ensure a complete understanding of the functions the system must 

accomplish and how well it most perform. Design limitations and constrains are identified as 

part of this process. 

The process continues while the system functions are analyzed. The process of 

decomposing high level functions, identified through requirements analysis, into lower-level 

functions results in a functional architecture of the system. 

As part of this process, each function identified should be traceable back to a 

requirement, creating an iterative process of requirements analysis reconsideration, to 

ensure that each function is properly tied to a requirement. 
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The system architecture begins to take physical shape during the synthesis stage of the 

process. As the system is defined in terms of physical and software elements, the result is a 

physical architecture where each part meets at least one functional requirement. This 

architecture is the support to system specification and baselines. Functional analysis still 

occur at this stage through the so called design loop, which allows to verify if the physical 

design corresponds to the required functions and perform possible reconsiderations and 

optimizations.  

The solution is then compared to the initial requirements through a process of verification 

that uses a specified verification method for each requirement. 

The entire system engineering process is supervised through a system analysis and control 

method that includes trade-off studies, effectiveness and design analyses, performance 

measurements based on modeling, and test tools that ensures the process satisfactory meets 

the process inputs [18]. 

 

Figure 1.1 – System engineering process flow chart [18] 

1.6  - Technical Challenges 

The main challenge is strictly related with the development of a low cost MAV. Thus, the 

system development must take in consideration the selection of off-the-shelf MEMS devices 

and components to stay within the weight and size specifications, while remaining low-cost. 

The platform’s size, weight, payload capacity, flight speed, maneuverability, and 

endurance all have significant roles when designing a MAV that flies through cluttered areas. 

A balance between these characteristics must be achieved without compromising the MAV 

concept. 
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Small flight platforms are relatively unstable, due to low Reynolds numbers which makes 

it very reactive to disturbances and difficult to achieve a stable flight. Thus the autopilot 

flight control must be tuned for an optimal navigation and stability control of the research 

flight platform. It is very important to consolidate the flight control algorithms before 

applying it in the test of advanced control concepts. 

Another challenge lies in the implementation of a ground system that allows a proper 

operation of the MAV, including an interface to interact with the autopilot and to visualize 

and store flight and payload data. 

 Finally, the implementation of a fail-safe system that guarantees the recovery of the 

vehicle by the human pilot in case of vehicle or flight control failure and the development of 

a sustainable communications link between surface and vehicle to control and retrieve 

imagery and sensors information in real time.  

 

1.7  - Thesis Organization 

This thesis document is organized in six main chapters. 

Chapter 2 covers the discussion about the advanced control concepts to be tested in the 

developed flight platform, and proposes the system architecture based on the established 

requirements. 

Chapter 3 discusses the flight platform chosen to be the research platform. The discussion 

focuses the base components propulsion system and the development of a 6DOF flight 

dynamics model of the airframe. 

Chapter 4 covers the flight management and control system, and follow with an 

explanation of the requirements established for this system. In addition, the autopilot and 

respective avionics is discussed autopilot flight control software attitude and navigation 

control theory, guidance algorithms and the configuration and tuning processes to adapt it to 

the flight platform. Then a description of the vision system payload is done regarding the 

hardware and the video transmission link. The chapter is concluded with the discussion of the 

ground station hardware and software. 

Chapter 5 discusses the validation of the various subsystems, essentially the flight 

platform, avionics and flight control software in order to evaluate the system performance 

and validate the requirements established for each subsystem. 

Chapter 6 presents a summarize conclusion of the work developed and some future 

recommendations to improve the system performance. 



 

 

Chapter 2  

MAV System Design Requirements and 
Architecture 

2.1  - Mission Overview 

The MAV system is intended to participate in missions of video tracking structures or in 

cooperative missions between several UAVs. 

UAV systems that have been studied and developed in this research work are intended to 

integrate and support other projects, functioning as part of a testbed for advanced control 

algorithms testing and validation. The advanced control algorithms that are intended to be 

tested are based in advanced computer to perform pattern recognitions of captured images 

and participate actively in the flight control routines and in multi-UAV coordination control 

that allows cooperation between several platforms in a surveillance or combat scenario. 

For a fixed-wing hover capable MAV prototype, a typical reconnaissance mission would be 

a fast dash between spots of interest and loitering or hovering above them at altitudes from 

10 to 100 meters. Thus it is required that an aircraft autonomously navigates a series of 

waypoints defined by GPS coordinates and then enter a search patter providing target 

locations for the ground operation. Since a standard modeling RC system and a RF data link 

are used to control the prototype, operational radius is limited to approximately 500 meters. 

Design endurance is to be around 20 minutes due to limitations of small UAVs in carrying 

payload. Surveillance and targeting missions are generally realized at relatively low airspeed 

in order to scan efficiently a determined area. The speed operation envelope is fixed 

between 2 and 10 meters per second approximately. Weather and environmental conditions 

may widely vary at low altitudes, so robustness is taken into account in the design process as 

well as safety considerations and fail-safe solutions to ensure availability and integrity of the 

system in unexpected situations. 
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2.2  - Multi UAV - Cooperative Control 

Cooperation has always been an important issue in manned aviation. The accomplishment 

of multiple aircraft missions generally depends on the success of coordination and 

cooperation between those platforms, and like in manned aviation, techniques to optimize 

the coordination of a fleet of UAVs have been explored in order to achieve this cooperative 

behavior [19-21].  

It is predictable that those cooperative techniques will expand UAVs capabilities, allowing 

them to act in concern with one another as a team or in a formation. A greater degree of 

persistence in surveillance due to task multiplex between UAVs, an increased and adaptable 

sensorial coverage and a reduced revisit time [22] will improve their performance especially 

in surveillance and combat missions. 

Furthermore, these concepts are being extended to a higher level, with the introduction 

of mixed initiative interaction between multi-autonomous vehicles and human operators. The 

objective is to create synergy in their operations, improving inter-operability between agents 

and scenario adaptation [5]. 

Numerous cooperative control algorithms have recently been developed by the research 

community, but a key step towards transitioning these high-level algorithms to future 

missions is to successfully develop UAV platforms with low-level flight control algorithms, that 

will support research in those concepts. 

Cooperative control requires real-time solutions, to command and control each individual 

UAV for a desired motion and interoperability assured by communications between the UAVs 

to build consensus in their tasks and maneuvers. 

Some concepts suggest the implementation of a higher level control layer that executes 

mission supervision, vehicle supervision and maneuver control [5]. The same control layer 

serves then as an interface which is targeted at operations in multi-vehicle control and 

integrates UAVs in a vehicle network. 

These algorithms interact with the FMS, autopilot to be more precisely, sending activity 

commands such as turn rate, altitude and speed or providing it with navigation waypoints, 

like an example illustrated in Figure 2.1 [19]. 

 

Figure 2.1 - Architecture of multi UAV control planner [19] 
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2.3  - Vision System based Navigation 

Vision is our main interface to world understanding, and serve as basis for our 

interactions. The same can be applied to UAVs, as an autonomous system, a computer vision 

can largely improve their capabilities. Research in computer vision for autonomous systems 

aims to develop techniques that allow autonomous systems to interact intelligently with 

complex and dynamic environments. These techniques have been widely employed in UAVs 

especially to potentiate them as a surveillance and military resource. This is the kind of 

systems that largely improves UAV capabilities, providing it with sense and acquire 

environmental information skills [23].  

In some cases, this technique plays a major role regarding UAVs functionality due to the 

precious information that can be extracted. The development of visual control systems can 

contribute to the formation of a navigation solution [4], identify regions of interest in an 

urban environment [24, 25], and automatically track a mobile ground target [26], just to 

name few applications.  

Typical architectures based on this concept require sensors, such as electro-optic or 

infrared cameras additional hardware for video streaming to the ground. Images obtained 

from these sensors are rarely processed as part of an automated control system. Instead, 

images are returned to a ground operator, who interprets them and reacts accordingly. 

Recent advances in miniaturization of powerful computing resources have created the 

potential to add to the autonomy of UAVs: the inclusion of visual data as an input to the flight 

control system.  

A standard UAV navigation system usually relies on GPS and INS, so it must be able to cope 

with GPS vulnerability. UAVs with the necessary technology to be visually guided by the 

extracted visual information have capabilities to be visually guided whenever a GPS signal is 

not reliable or sufficient or GPS guided to general region of a target and then track selected 

patterns in the image plane using such algorithms as the Harris Corner detector, Hough 

transform, the Lukas-Kanade algorithm, or the scale-invariant feature transform to provide 

references to the flight control [25]. This complementation is achieved through interaction 

between the vision and the flight control system. In some concepts of operation, the vision 

control provides flight control with heading, velocity references, or in other advanced 

concepts a vision trajectory planner generates turn-rate commands to be sent to the 

autopilot [26]. Common architectures use a switch routing between visual based controller 

and inertial position (GPS/INS) controller, an example is shown in Figure 2.2 [25].  
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Figure 2.2 - Flight control system architecture example of a hybrid visual/position control architecture 
[25] 

This solution allows a hybrid navigation control of the UAV based on direct visual 

references or in inertial position references. 

To perform vision based navigation control it is usually required several components. A 

possible platform to test this concept must invariably provide some base functionalities to 

facilitate the integration of the vision control. Components like an autopilot to provide lower 

level flight control, a image sensor to capture images, a vision computer with image 

processing and treatment software, a bi-directional communication interface between flight 

control and ground subsystem, a interface communication between the payload camera and 

the vision computer that in most of the cases is part of the ground subsystem and the 

hardware to acquire and process the video signal. 

2.4  - MAV Design Requirements 

With the recent growth of UAVs, demands and expectations of such systems have been 

increasing proportionally; most of these requirements derive from the versatility of UAVs and 

their potential to be applied in a variety of missions and scenarios. UAVs requirements 

depend essentially on the mission to be carried. Cost-effectiveness, reliability, 

maintainability, usefulness  and  operational  availability  are  some  of  the requirements  

that  all  systems should  have [27]. For this research, and for the MAV that has been 

developed in particular, some specific requirements, besides the generic ones have been 

proposed. Those requirements are: 

• Low cost system and low maintenance-economic issue; 

• System developed with COTS; 

• Autonomous and manual remotely operated; 

• Multi-mission capability (modularity e flexibility); 

• In-flight data acquisition and transmission to the ground in real-time; 
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• Video acquisition and real-time transmission to the ground; 

• Open-source autopilot; 

• Diminished human interaction in system operation; 

• Navigation based in GPS waypoints; 

• In-flight waypoint actualization; 

These  requirements  help  to  define  the  UAV  system specifications  in  terms  of  the  

performance  parameters  of the following  the basics  subsystems: flight platform, flight 

management control and avionics, GCS, payload, data link interface and support equipments. 

The requirements and specifications of each subsystem will be referenced in the next 

chapters when those subsystems are discussed. 

2.5  - MAV System Architecture 

The concept of UAV has been changed with the progressive evolution of such systems. 

Historically this concept becomes associated with remotely piloted vehicles, or drones, whose 

first examples were produced in the beginning of XX century. With technological advances in 

MEMS and communication systems and the development of autonomous systems based on 

those technologies, UAVs are seen as a much more complex system. 

To understand and design an UAV system an approach based on the NATO STANAG 4586 

specification for UAV systems structure is used [28]. This approach suggests that UAVs can be 

separated into three self-contained subsystems in a high-level architecture. The three 

subsystems are shown in Figure 2.3, as (1) Air component, (2) Surface component and (3) Data 

Link Interface.  

 

Figure 2.3 – MAV System Architecture 
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The air component, detailed in Figure 2.4, is composed by the flight platform, avionics 

and payload.  

The purpose of the flight platform is to carry all the avionics and payload, so it consists in 

the airframe, respective propulsion system composed by the electric motor and ESC, servo-

actuators that deflect the control surfaces and battery to power all the air system. The flight 

platform will be discussed in chapter 3. 

The flight management and control system is composed by the entire avionics system that 

is installed on-board, including autopilot controller board, sensorial system for navigation and 

attitude estimation and communications system. This system is responsible for flight 

planning, flight control and communication with the ground component. Avionics and flight 

management and control software are discussed in detail in chapter 4. 

The payload is the part of on-board hardware that is not related with flight control tasks 

and respective avionics. It is placed on the UAV to achieve mission objectives. With the 

objective of testing advanced control based on vision systems the flight platform carries a 

video system payload that consists in a video camera and a video transmitter that captures 

and streams aerial video to the surface. This system will be detailed discussed in chapter 4. 

 

 

Figure 2.4 – MAV Air Component Architecture 

The surface component, detail shown on Figure 2.5, supports the operation of the 

vehicle. This component integrates a ground station that is separated in an autopilot and 

payload component and the human pilot as part of the fail-safe system. The autopilot ground 

station consists in a computational platform with software and communication hardware to 

interact with the flight control system. The payload is composed by an analog video receiver 

and a frame grabber to capture the video signal sent by the vision system in the air. The 

chapter 4 enters in detail explanations about this system.  
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Figure 2.5 – MAV Surface Component Architecture 

The Data Link Interface features three different wireless communication systems based on 

RF: the human pilot RC interface, the autopilot RF digital link to exchange telemetry data 

and control commands and the RF analog video transmission. The uplink is required to 

manually control the flight platform through the radio controller or to send commands to the 

autopilot system. The downlink, on the other hand, is required to send telemetry and status 

data about the vehicle and to transmit the captured video signal to the ground. Each 

individual data link interface and their requirements will be detail discussed in chapters 3 and 

4 when the RC, autopilot and vision system are discussed. It is important mentioning at this 

stage that due to the existence of three different RF communication links, concerns regarding 

the frequency spectrum of each individual link must be taken in order to preserve data 

integrity. Usual frequency spectrums are 72 MHz, 900 MHz and 2.4 GHz not including GPS, 

which is a passive receiver. In general, the lower the frequency the longer the range but 

digital transmission technology can compensate on that. Thus, an appropriate multiplexing of 

the frequency spectrums between the communication subsystems is required. 
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Chapter 3  

MAV Flight Platform, Flight Dynamics 
Model and Analysis 

The flight platform has a major role regarding a MAV system. As stated in chapter 2, it is 

the flight platform that carries the payload and avionics subsystems needed to keep the 

airframe in the air and successfully execute mission requirements. 

 The base flight platform with the control surfaces actuators, electronic speed control, 

flight batteries, propulsion system, and RC receiver will be discussed in this chapter. 

The chapter starts with presentation of the flight platform requirements followed by a 

discussion of the selected airframe and its respective base hardware. 

To conclude, a physic dynamics of the platform is done, regarding a better understanding 

of the flight dynamics and how to control it to achieve autonomous flight. The flight dynamics 

analysis culminates in a non linear model of the aircraft, which is pretended to help in the 

configuration and tuning process of the autopilot for this specific platform. 

3.1  - Flight Platform 

3.1.1 - Flight Platform Requirements 

MAV is a category of UAV that has some dimension restrictions regarding their man-

portability and autonomy. Ideally this category of UAVs are set to have a maximum wing span 

of 15 cm, but the need to carry avionics to turn it autonomous and payload to achieve mission 

objectives turns it almost impracticable with low-cost COTS and actual MEMS technologies. 

Therefore, one of the main requirements regards with the size of the platform. The platform 

must be smaller as possible but with capacity to carry all the payload without compromising 

the MAV mission objectives. 

Other important requirement is concerned with the flight platform weight which is strictly 

related with another main requirement, the endurance. The flight platform must stay 

airborne long enough to complete a useful mission, so weight and efficiency must be 
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optimized without compromise the vehicle performance. Besides the airframe, battery, motor 

and component selections also heavily influence in the cited requirements. 

One of the main objectives of this project is to develop a low-cost MAV. The flight 

platform has a considerable impact on the system cost, so cost considerations must be taken 

in account in the selection the flight platform. The preference goes for a flight platform and 

respective components with reduced costs of acquisition and maintenance. 

Flight characteristics such as maneuverability and endurance are equally as important 

when selecting a MAV platform. When performing surveillance missions to track a specific 

target, or following a very demanding flight path a dash capability is desired in order to 

successfully and efficiently achieve those goals. Additionally, the MAV will most likely be 

launched from a remote location and perform high demanding missions, which requires high 

endurance capabilities. 

To accomplish flight platform requirements, the airframe must be resistant to damage 

caused by crashes and hard landings, protecting avionics and mission payload. 

The MAV overall system requirements establish that the flight platform must be COTS 

based and support pilot manual operation from the ground. 

3.1.2 - Fixed Wing Topologie 

One of the most common platform configurations for small unmanned aircraft is a fixed 

wing design. Because lift is generated by the airfoil and not directly by the gas or electric 

powered engine, the fixed wing configuration ranks high in endurance and is highly 

maneuverable. They are also more common than rotor wing or flapping wing systems, which 

means they are less expensive and generally more reliable. 

Aerodynamically, the small size and low speed of MAVs also results in an unusually low 

Reynolds numbers [29], which makes them difficult to control at low speed. The propeller 

efficiency is also degraded due to this characteristic. 

Structurally the most critical parameter is the limited volume for payload due to their 

high surface area to volume ratio. This is especially true for flying wings, as their flat shape 

reduce significantly the empty room for more voluminous payloads. 

Concerning with stability, it is especially needed the determination of the longitudinal 

stability and lateral maneuverability. Flying wing tends to be very reactive to small 

disturbances, so the stability margins must be identified essentially due two reasons. Firstly, 

because the UAV is intended to fly at low altitudes, in an environment characterized by high 

turbulence and secondly, it is required that the UAV flies smoothly to achieve exploitable 

observations. 

3.1.3 - Flight Platform Geometry 

Preferable aerodynamic characteristics, low-cost, reliability, and popularity in the model 

flying wing market, lead to the choice of a commercial off-the-shelf radio-controlled (COTS-

RC) flying wing designated by Zagi ZGO, shown in Figure 3.1. 

The structure, majorly made with EPP foam, a very light and resilient material turns it 

lightweight and highly maneuverable. The absence of appendage parts conferred by its 
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morphology provides a higher level of invulnerability to damage and an ideal solution for trial 

and error applications. 

Like the generality of the flying wings, most of the avionics and payload equipment is 

centered and housed inside the main wing structure, with a large surface but reduced volume 

to install the avionics and payload. 

The easy assemblage, that facilitates the replication was taken into account. 

Table 3.1 - Summary of flight platform parameters 

Parameter  Value and Units 

Weight (W) 730 g 

Wing span (b) 1.22 m 

Wing area (S) 0.26 m2 

 

Figure 3.1 – Flight Platform 

3.1.4 - Control Surfaces and Servo-actuators 

Zagi ZGO flying wing cannot use conventional 3 axis flight control systems because of its 

shape and lack of rudder actuator for yaw motion control. Instead it uses a two axis flight 

control through two elevon control surfaces, situated at the edge of the symmetrical airfoil 

wing as illustrated in Figure 3.2. It also has winglets at each tip of the wing to compensate 

the inexistence of rudder surfaces and provide lateral stability to the platform. 

Elevons allow controlling both roll and pitching motions, as they act as ailerons or 

elevators. The two control inputs are mixed electronically by the controller to provide the 

appropriate position for each elevon. 
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Figure 3.2 – Flight Platform Control Surfaces 

Each elevon needs a MEMS to be actuated. The common solution is the use of micro 

servos. Micro servos have become very necessary components of modern electric flight 

platforms and aircrafts. The trend to have small and lightweight servos directly driving 

control surfaces, in a foamy flying wing, has raised the need for tiny, powerful and low cost 

servos. 

Hitec HS-81micro servos, shown in Figure 3.3, are very popular for small airplanes due to 

their reliability and good torque/speed relation for this type and class of servo. They are very 

lightweight, 16.6g, and PWM signal driven. Typical response speed is approximately 0.11 

seconds to 60º at 4.8V with a torque of 2.6 Kg/cm. 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.3 – Servo-actuator: (a) mounted in one of the Zagi servo bays and (b) size dimensions in 
millimetres 

 

Elevons (Ailerons δ= + Elevators δ>) 
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3.1.5 - Propulsion System 

The propulsion system consists of three sections: electric motor, propeller, and battery. 

The propulsion system constitutes approximately 60% of the total weight of the vehicle, 

so an efficient and light propulsion system is required to improve the performance of the 

vehicle.  

Concerning with the electric motor, there are three different DC topologies: brushed, 

brushless, and coreless. Brushed motors have internal contacts that contribute to increasing 

temperatures and may lead to over-heating in long-term operations affecting the 

performance and efficiency. The brushless motor generates higher torque with less heat due 

to the elimination of brushes, archiving a greater efficiency over conventional brushed DC 

motors. The coreless DC motor is a special typology of DC motor optimized for rapid 

acceleration and constructed without iron core in the rotor. This feature virtually eliminates 

electrical loses caused by eddy currents resulting in increased performance over other 

typologies. Although, brushless motors are still the most popular electric motor solution used 

in model platforms and aircrafts, with good practical effects and a good cost-efficiency 

characteristic. 

The flight endurance mainly depends of battery’s performance. The ideal solution would 

be a lightweight battery with a high capacity under high loaded conditions and high energy 

density (Wh/kg). Lithium batteries proven to be a reliable and cost-effective solution for 

micro and mini UAVs. Among lithium technology, Lithium-Polymer (LiPo) batteries are widely 

used due to their cost/energy density characteristic. 

The airframe is electrically powered by a rear pusher Zagi 1450 kV, 35x36 mm brushless 

motor with a 23 cm propeller attached. The motor is controlled through PWM signal by a 35A 

DC brushless ESC. The ESC includes a battery elimination circuit, which provides power for 

the RC receiver and other onboard electronics, such as the avionics and the payload. 

The energy is provided by a 2200 mAh LiPo battery that allows approximate 20 minutes of 

flight in full throttle regime with the stock airframe, i.e. without avionics and payload 

electronics. 

 

Figure 3.4 – Propulsion Kit 

3.1.6 - Radio Controller System 

To control this airframe three control inputs are needed, two control surfaces channels 

for aileron and elevator functions and one throttle channel to regulate the propeller rotation 

speed. Besides that, extra channels are required to commute between manual pilot and 

autopilot, to define the desired autopilot flight mode and to trigger events related with the 

autopilot or the payload. Another important issue is the frequency band of the RC system. 
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The MAV system was designed to have three wireless connections, so to avoid frequency 

conflicts those connections must function in different frequency bands. The established band 

for the RC was 2.4GHz. 

To meet the requirements stated above, the airframe was equipped with a Futaba R617FS 

7-Channel 2.4GHz RC receiver, shown in Figure 3.5. This is a generic, high-sensitive, small 

and light (7 grams) receiver that supports 7 RC channels and operates in a frequency of 2.4 

GHz. The dual antenna diversity allows the transmitter select the best reception between the 

two antennas without signal loss. This receiver works with the majority of the commercial 

transmitters that communicate in a 2.4 GHz frequency band. 

 

Figure 3.5 – Futaba R617FS RC Receiver 

3.2  - Flight Dynamics Nonlinear Model 

A good approach to start the development of a controller or to tune the controller 

parameters for a physical system is to characterize the physic dynamics of that system. 

In this case, the flight dynamics characterization of a small fixed wing platform will be 

developed. 

In aerospace this can be done using a mathematical approach well known as 6 DOF 

aerodynamic model of the aircraft. This is a generic nonlinear state space model that allows 

users to determine the dynamic characteristics and stability of a specific vehicle to define 

modes of motion and provide basis for control system design and flying qualities analysis. 

This model makes use of rigid-body mathematical equations applied to aircrafts, as well 

as aerodynamic force and moment buildup equations.  

Aircrafts can be considered as a rigid body as they have  geometrical properties, such as 

a center of mass, moments of inertia, etc., that characterize motion in 6 DOF (translation in 

three directions plus rotation in three directions), as shown in Figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3.6 – Representation of the flight platform 6DOF 

Equations of motion can be decoupled into rotational and translational equations, if the 

coordinate origin is chosen to be at the center of mass.  

An exhaustive discussion about the development of this model and it formulation can be 

found in an appropriate bibliography about aircraft dynamics [30]. Here there is only a 

reference on the important considerations and equations. 

3.2.1 - Coordinate Airframes 

To better understand the flight dynamics model, an illustration of the coordinate 

airframes and vehicle state variables is presented. 

The ?�  connotation corresponds to a specific coordinate airframe identified by the @ 

script: 

• ?A - The inertial coordinate frame; 

• ?* - The body coordinate frame; 

• ?B - The vehicle coordinate frame; 

• ?BC - The vehicle-1 coordinate frame; 

• ?BD - The vehicle-2 coordinate frame; 

• ?E - The stability coordinate frame; 

• ?F - The wind coordinate frame; 
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3.2.2 - Vehicle State Variables 

The state variables of the flight platform are the following twelve quantities: 

 

• �� = the inertial (north) position of the MAV along GÂ in ?A; 
• p>  = the inertial (east) position of the MAV along ȷK̂ in FK; 
• h = the altitude of the aircraft measured along −kP K in FK; 
• u = the body frame velocity measured along ı̂S in FS; 

• v = the body frame velocity measured along ȷŜ in FS; 

• w = the body frame velocity measured along kP S in FS; 

• ϕ = the roll angle defined with respect to FVD; 

• θ = the pitch angle defined with respect to FVC; 

• ψ = the yaw angle defined with respect toFV; 

• p = the roll rate measured along ı̂S  in FS; 

• q = the pitch rate measured along ȷŜ in ?*; 

• � = the yaw rate measured along �P*  in ?*. 

 

In Figure 3.7, the state variables are shown schematically.  

 

Figure 3.7 – Vehicle state space variables representation 

3.2.3 - Translational Motion 

This is the motion related to the change in the vehicle position. The application of 

Newton’s second law to translational motion states the rate of change of the linear 

momentum, and the relation with forces applied to the vehicle. Forces involved in linear 

momentum are the propulsion and aerodynamic forces and the gravitational attraction. 

This mathematical approach leads to two equations that represent the rate of change of 

transitional position � and velocity ,*. 
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Rate of change of translational position, as known as navigation equation: 

 � = Y*B,*, with � = (�� , �! , ℎ) (3.1-a) 

 

In matrix format: 

 

Z�� �! ℎ [ =
= Z�\]^�\]ψ ]_�`]_�^�\]ψ − �\]`]_�ψ �\]`]_�^�\]ψ + ]_�`]_�ψ�\]^]_�ψ ]_�`]_�^]_�ψ + �\]^�\]ψ �\]`]_�^]_�ψ − ]_�`�\]ψ−]_�^ ]_�`�\]^ �\]`�\]^ [ b+,-c 

(3.1-b) 

 

Rate of change of translational velocity, known as force equation: 

 ,* =  d
 * + YB*�A − ;*,*, with ,* = (+, ,, -) (3.2-a) 

 

In matrix format: 

 

Z+ , - [ = 1� f���g + � Z −]_�^]_�`�\]^�\]`�\]^[ + Z�, − �-�- − �+�+ − �,[ (3.2-b) 

 

These two nonlinear state equations are coupled since they cannot be solved in isolation. 

The first equation simply equates the linear velocity with the rate of change of position. The 

rotation matrix  Y*B that contains the Euler angles, maps the velocity vector in the body frame 

because these vectors are defined in different coordinate frames. The other equation results 

from the application of Newton’s second law to translational motion. Forces applied to the 

vehicle *, and the angular velocity ;*  are still unknown, so analysis to the angular motion 

and aerodynamics are necessary to complete the model. 

3.2.4 - Angular Motion 

The angular moment is generated by aerodynamic effects, by any reaction-control 

thrusters, and by any components of the engine thrust not acting through the center of mass 

(e.g., due to thrust-vectoring control). 

The rate of change of angular position, as known as attitude equation, is given by:  

 h = ℰ(h);*, with h = ( `, ^, ) (3.3-a) 

 

In matrix format: 

 

f  ̂̀ ψ g = f1 ]_�`j��^ �\]`j��^0 �\]` −]_�`0 EA�lmnEo mnElmnEo
g b���c  (3.3-b) 
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The angular accelerations of the vehicle can be determined by applying Newton’s second 

law to the rate of change of angular momentum expressed in terms of the inertial matrix and 

angular velocity vector. Solving this in terms of the rate of change of angular velocity, 

moment is given by: 

 ;* = �pd�;* × (�;*)� + �pd)*, with ;* = (�, �, �) and )* = (�, �, �) (3.4-a) 

 

In matrix format: 

 

Z� � � [ = r Ґd�� − Ґt�� + Ґu� + Ґv�Ґw�� − Ґv(�t − �t) + dxy �Ґz�� − Ґd�� + Ґv� + Ґ{� |, with � = f �� 0 −���0 �� 0−��� 0 �� g∗
 , and 

  

(3.4-b) 

 Ґ = ���� − ���t  

 

(3.5-a) 

Ґd = ���(�� − �� + ��)Ґ  

 

(3.5-b) 

Ґt = ��(�� − ���) + ���tҐ  

 

(3.5-c) 

Ґu = ��Ґ  

 

(3.5-d) 

Ґv = ���Ґ  

 

(3.5-e) 

Ґw = �� − ����  

 

(3.5-f) 

Ґz = ��� − ����� + ���tҐ  

 

(3.5-g) 

Ґ{ = ��Ґ  (3.5-h) 

 

The complete state space model is described: 

 

Z�� �! ℎ [ =
= Z�\]^�\]ψ ]_�`]_�^�\]ψ − �\]`]_�ψ �\]`]_�^�\]ψ + ]_�`]_�ψ�\]^]_�ψ ]_�`]_�^]_�ψ + �\]^�\]ψ �\]`]_�^]_�ψ − ]_�`�\]ψ−]_�^ ]_�`�\]^ �\]`�\]^ [ b+,-c 

(3.6-a) 

 

Z+ , - [ = 1� f���g + � Z −]_�^]_�`�\]^�\]`�\]^[ + Z�, − �-�- − �+�+ − �,[ (3.6-b) 
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f  ̂̀ ψ g = r1 ]_�`j��^ �\]`j��^0 �\]` −]_�`0 ]_�`�\]^ �\]`�\]^ | b���c (3.6-c) 

 

Z� � � [ =
~
��

Ґw�� − Ґt�� + Ґu� + Ґv�Ґw�� − Ґv(�t − �t) + 1�� �Ґz�� − Ґd�� + Ґv� + Ґ{� �
�� (3.6-d) 

 

However, these are generic flight equations and users must provide their own stability 

and control derivatives when using those. 

3.2.5 - Forces and Moments 

Forces and moments acting on a typical small UAV, like Zagi platform, are primarily due 

to: 

• Gravitational forces; 

• Aerodynamic forces; 

• Forces due to propulsion; 

• Effects of atmospheric disturbance; 

 

The gravitational force it’s a vehicle frame force because it acts through the center of 

mass of the airframe. Expressed in the body frame, the forces are: 

 

�* =  YB* Z 00��[ =  Z −�� ]_�^�� �\]^]_�`�� �\]^�\]`[ (3.7-a) 

 
Since gravity acts on the center of mass, there are no torques produced by gravity, i.e.: 
 �� = 0 (3.7-b) 
 

Aerodynamic forces and moments act on the body of the platform when it moves through 

the air, and depend on the orientation of the platform with respect to the airflow.  

To specify aerodynamic forces and moments two orientation angles are needed with respect 

to the relative wind, the angle of attack ⍺ and the sideslip angle β. 

Figure 3.9 shows the flying wing with the relative wind coming from the side (with an 

angular deflection relative to the vehicle). The angles of attack and sideslip are defined by 

performing a plane rotation about the body y-axis (angle of attack) followed by a plane 

rotation about the stability Z axis (sideslip angle) such that the final X axis is aligned with the 

relative wind. 
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Figure 3.8 - Relative wind direction: XY plan 

 

 

Figure 3.9 – Relative wind direction: XZ plan 

Aerodynamic force is commonly resolved into three perpendicular components: drag, lift 

and sideforce. Mathematically, aerodynamic forces that act on the airframe, relatively to the 

body coordinate frame, are expressed by: 

ff�f�f�g = RS� Z −DragSideforceLift [ (3.8-a) 

Lift per unit span, L = q$cC�(⍺, q, δ>) (3.8-b) 

Drag per unit span, D = q$cC�(⍺, q, δ>) (3.8-c) 

Sideforce per unit span, Y = q$cC�(β, p, r, δ=, δ') (3.8-d) 

        

Where, q$ = dt ρV=t(pressure units) and RS� = Zcos⍺ 0 −sin⍺0 1 0sin⍺ 0 −cos⍺[, 
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Aerodynamic forces are aligned with the wing airflow, so RS� is used to map these forces 

in the vehicle body coordinate airframe. 

 C� = C�� + C�⍺⍺C�  c$qV= + C�¡¢ δ> (3.8-e) 

C� = C�� + C�⍺⍺ + C�  c$qV= + C�¡¢ δ> (3.8-f) 

C� = C�� + C�£β + C�¤ bp2V + C�¦ br2V= + C�¡§ δ= + C�¡¦δ' (3.8-g) 

 

Resuming all the aerodynamic forces that act on the platform, relatively to the body 

coordinate frame: 

 

ff�f�f�g = 12 ρV=tS
~
���
� C�� + C�⍺⍺C�  c$qV= + C�¡¢ δ>

C�� + C�£β + C�¤ bp2V= + C�¦ br2V= + C�¡§ δ= + C�¡¦δ'
C�� + C�⍺⍺ + C�  c$qV= + C�¡¢δ> �

���
�

 

 

(3.8-h) 

All the aerodynamic torques: 

 

Z lmn [ = Z Rolling momentPitching momentYawing moment [ (3.9-a) 

Rolling moment per unit span, L = q$ctC«(β, p, r, δ=, δ') (3.9-b) 

Pitching moment per unit span, M = q$ctC(⍺, q, δ>) (3.9-c) 

Yawing moment per unt span, N = q$ctC¯(β, p, r, δ=, δ') (3.9-d) 

 
Where, q$ = dt ρV=t(pressure units) 
 

C« = C«� + C«£β + C«¤ bp2V= + C«¦ br2V= + C«¡§ δ= + C«¡¦δ' (3.9-e) 

C = C� + C⍺⍺ + C  c$qV= + C¡¢ δ> (3.9-f) 

C¯ = C¯� + C¯£β + C¯¤ bp2V= + C¯¦ br2V= + C¯¡§ δ= + C¯¡¦ δ' (3.9-g) 

 

Putting it together: 

 

Z lmn [ = 12 ρV=tS
~
���
� C«� + C«£β + C«¤ bp2V= + C«¦ br2V= + C«¡§ δ= + C«¡¦ δ'

C� + C⍺⍺ + C  c$qV= + C¡¢ δ>
C¯� + C¯£β + C¯¤ bp2V= + C¯¦ br2V= + C¯¡§ δ= + C¯¡¦ δ'�

���
�

 (3.9-h) 
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All the forces and moments acting on the flying wing are defined in terms of aerodynamic 

coefficients. Each coefficient is defined as a sum of dependent terms that depend essentially 

on the aerodynamic angles ⍺ and β and on the control surface deflections, δ=, δ> and δ'. The 

dependence on control surface deflections is what turns the flying wing controllable. 

In the Zagi flying wings, the propulsion motor was designed to produce thrust along the 
body x-axis, so in theory it only produces thrust force, i.e. the propulsion torque T& = 0. 

Forces due to propulsion are described by: 

 

F& = dt ρS&'(& fC±¤²(kδ³)t − Vt´00 g, where kδ³ is angular velocity of the prop.  (3.10) 

 

The torque produced due to the rotating propeller is not considered in this model. 

Summarizing all forces and torques acting on the flight platform, the equation system is: 

 

ff�f�f�g = Z −mgsinθmgsinϕcosθmgcosϕcosθ[

+ 12 ρVtS
~
���
� C�� + C�⍺⍺C�  c$qV= + C�¡¢ δ>

C�� + C�£β + C�¤ bp2V= + C�¦ br2V= + C�¡§ δ= + C�¡¦δ'
C�� + C�⍺⍺ + C�  c$qV= + C�¡¢δ> �

���
�

+ 12 ρS&'(& fC±¤²(kδ³)t − Vt´00 g 

 

(3.11-a) 

Z lmn [ = 12 ρV³tS
~
���
� b2 C«� + b2 C«£β + b2 C«¤ bp2V= + b2 C«¦ br2V= + b2 C«¡§ δ= + b2 C«¡¦ δ'

C� + C⍺⍺ + C  c$qV= + C¡¢ δ>b2 C¯� + b2 C¯£β + b2 C¯¤ bp2V= + b2 C¯¦ br2V= + b2 C¯¡§ δ= + b2 C¯¡¦ δ'�
���
�

 

 

(3.11-b) 

3.2.6 - Equations of Motion 

After the complete dynamic analysis of the flight platform, this section resumes the 

equations of motion. 

Navigation equations: 

Zp  ̄p> h [ =
= Zcosθcosψ ]_�`]_�^�\]ψ − �\]`]_�ψ cosϕsinθcosψ + sinϕsinψcosθsinψ sinϕsinθsinψ + cosθcosψ cosϕsinθsinψ − sinϕcosψ−sinθ sinϕcosθ cosϕcosθ [ b uvwc 

(3.12-a) 
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Force equations: 

 

Z u v w [ = Zrv − qwpw − ruqu − pv[ + g Z −sinθsinϕcosθcosϕcosθ[ + ρVtS2m fC�(x, δ)C�(x, δ)C�(x, δ)g
+ 12 ρS&'(& fC±¤²(kδ³)t − Vt´00 g 

(3.12-b) 

 

Kinematic equations: 

 

fϕ θ ψ g = r1 sinϕtanθ cosϕtanθ0 cosϕ −sinϕ0 sinϕcosθ cosϕcosθ | bpqrc 

 

(3.12-c) 

 

Moment equations: 

 

Zp q r [ = f Ґdpq − ҐtqrҐwpr − Ґv(pt − rt)Ґzpq − Ґdqr g + ρVtS2
~
��
�b2 (ҐuC«(x, δ) + ҐvC¯(x, δ))cJ� C(x, δ)b2 (ҐvC«(x, δ) + Ґ{C¯(x, δ))�

��
�

 

 

(3.12-d) 

The complete mathematical model is very useful to be applied in computer simulation or 

control system design. 

3.3  - Flight Dynamics Model Realization 

The UAV dynamics can be represented by the general nonlinear system of equations, 

actually for control system design or to evaluate the performance of an aircraft with its 

control systems we shall invariably use a nonlinear state space model. The common approach 

is to derive the linear state space model about trim/steady state fly conditions, separating it 

in lateral and longitudinal dynamics. 
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3.3.1 - Linearization and Trim conditions 

Longitudinal modes are the dynamics in the X-Z plane and are described by the vehicle 

state variables h, V=, ⍺, u, w, q and θ: 

 

~
��

u ⍺ q θ h �
�� =

~
���
� X¸ X�V=cos⍺ X¹ −gcosθ 0Z¸V=cos⍺ Z� Z¹V=cos⍺ −gsinθV=cos⍺ 0M¸ M�V=cos⍺ M¹ 0 00 0 1 0 0sinθ −V=cosθcos⍺ 0 ucosθ + wsinθ 0�

���
�

~
�u⍺qθh�

�

+
~
���
� X»¢ X»¼Z»¢V=cos⍺ 0M»¢00

000 �
���
� ½δ>δ¾¿ 

 

(3.13-a) 

Lateral model are the roll and pitch dynamics and are described by the state variables β, v, p, r, ϕ, and ψ: 

 

~
���

β p r ϕ ψ �
��� =

~
���
� YV Y&V=cosβ Y'V=cosβ −gcosθcosϕV=cosβ 0LVV=cosβ L& L' 0 0NVV=cosβ N& N' 0 00 1 cosϕtanθ qcosϕtanθ − rsinϕtanθ 00 sinϕsecθ cosϕsecθ pcosϕsecθ − rsinϕsecθ 0�

���
�

~
��

βprϕψ�
��

+
~
���
� Y»§V=cosβ Y»¦V=cosβL»§ L»¦N»§00

N»¦00 �
���
� ½δ=δ'¿ 

(3.13-b) 

3.3.2 - Stability and Control Derivatives 

Both models have a set of derivatives that need to be defined. Aircraft derivatives are in 

general very important for stability and control design. They provide information about the 

stability, about effectiveness of control surfaces and about maneuverability, of a specific 

vehicle. 

There are many methods used to provide such information largely used in the aircraft 

industry, but not all of them are suitable to be applied to MAVs. 

Wind tunnel testing can be utilized to determine the derivatives, but this process is labor 

intensive and costly.  

Computational Fluid Dynamics could be an alternative way to determine these 

parameters. With help from contemporary computational technologies, CFD has been 

successfully applied to full size aircraft. However, it still requires great effort to develop a 

good CFD model with high fidelity, and its application to small size UAVs is rare.  

Methods for system identification using actual flight test data to identify the stability and 

control derivatives are widely used today. 
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Two major techniques have been widely studied and are well developed. They are: 1) 

time domain identification, and 2) frequency domain identification. Frequency domain 

methods have also been successfully applied. They are more suitable for helicopters as they 

require a long flight time to complete a test maneuver, which is difficult for a remote pilot to 

perform on fixed wing UAVs within limited visual range. To utilize either the time domain or 

frequency domain method, many flight tests are required to gather sufficient data for system 

identification. This could have a negative impact on the development program, not only 

regarding cost and schedule but also because of the risk involved in flight testing when the 

platform is expensive. 

Another approach not based on flight testing is to use the geometric parametric principle 

to estimate the derivatives. Although this technique tends to be low fidelity and cannot 

replace wind tunnel experiments, it provides a rapid method at low cost that allows users to 

perform a preliminary analysis with some level of confidence. This approach has been 

successfully applied to several UAV research programs. [31] 

Once the state space model is developed, the eigenvalues of the state space model are 

calculated. These show the dynamic characteristics of each mode. Through this analysis, 

users can quickly examine the stability of the vehicle. 

3.4  - Flight Dynamics Conclusion 

This chapter presented background information related to how an airplane behaves during 

flight. A physical model of the UAV was developed without adequate aerodynamic, propulsion 

and stability data. The motion of the vehicle was analyzed based on the equations of motion 

for a rigid body. Then an analysis of the forces and moments acting on the vehicle was 

performed under the assumption of a trimmed longitudinal flight subjected to atmospheric 

disturbances. Disturbances are small changes in orientation, linear and angular velocities and 

their derivatives. Disturbances due to wind and atmospheric phenomena weren’t included in 

the model. The resulting equations were linearized around conditions of trimmed longitudinal 

flight. The linearized system allowed the equations of motion to be divided in two uncoupled 

subsets. The first set describes the longitudinal motion while the second set describes the 

lateral-directional motion. The two sets may be treated separately. 

Without adequate aerodynamic, propulsion and stability data the physical model was not 

used for simulation proposes. Besides that, this subject is behind the scope of this study, it 

would break the chain of development and a fair amount of reverse engineering to determine 

a good estimate of these data would be required. Moreover, conventional methods of testing 

and analysis may not be applied to this UAV as it is much smaller and slower than normal 

aircraft. Research studies in this subjects revealed as well that results obtained from 

simulation of such models are just approximations of the real model, so further refinements 

are usually necessary [31, 32] and new methods may have to be developed by trial and 

evaluation. Thus, the physical model developed is only used as a base for understanding flight 

control theory and to support the flight control tuning approach that will be discussed in the 

further chapter. Stability and dynamics analysis will be based on flight tests and analysis of 

attitude data acquired during flights. This analysis will be discussed in chapter 5. 





 

 

Chapter 4   

MAV Flight Management and Control 
System, Avionics and Payload 

This discussion will begin by outlining the flight management and control systems, and 

follow with an explanation of the requirements established for those systems. In addition, the 

autopilot and respective avionics will be discussed, which include the autopilot and 

supporting hardware, such as the sensorial system, communication links and RC fail-safe 

circuit. The next section will cover the autopilot flight control software with description of 

the features, explanation of the attitude and navigation control theory, flight plan and 

guidance algorithms and the configuration and tuning processes to adapt it to the flight 

platform. Then a description of the vision system payload is done regarding the hardware and 

the video transmission link. The chapter is concluded with the discussion of the ground 

station hardware and software. 

4.1  - Flight Management and Control System Requirements  

Flight tests with the flight platform, exhibited in Chapter 5, determined that the flight 

platform has longitudinal and lateral instabilities. In order to achieve stable autonomous 

flight, these instabilities must be addressed and a consequent flight control system needs to 

be designed. 

Autonomous control is generally guaranteed by a flight control system comprising a flight 

controller with respective control software and sensorial avionics to provide necessary 

information to the flight control routines. To control the vehicle effectively, the flight control 

must be provided with an accurate and timely estimate of the vehicle states. This attitude 

estimation is discussed in section 4.1.1. 

 In order to control from a higher level, the flight control system is designed to accept 

and follow navigation commands, head to desired direction, to meet altitude and process 

speed commands. Moreover the control system must also guarantee flight stability executing 

those commands. Regarding the low-cost concept of the system, it was required that the 

flight control system is based on an open-source autopilot project, more specifically the 

ArduPilot autopilot, which hardware and software will be discussed in section 4.3 and 4.6  

respectively. 
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The flight control system by itself does not have the capability to perform navigation, to 

handle communications and ground commands or to design a flight plan based on the vehicle 

actual and desired positions. This is why the flight management system is set to be the 

fundamental part of an UAV. The success of autonomous UAV operations depends on this 

system for its guidance, navigation and control tasks and furthermore to manage 

communications with the ground control. 

Subsequently, the main function of the flight management system is to provide a flight 

plan to guide the flight control system through a planned flight path. This function requires a 

navigation solution that provides an accurate position of the vehicle relative to some 

reference point. This navigation subsystem is detail discussed in section 4.1.2.  

Communication with the ground station and operator it’s also an important feature of the 

flight management system. It allows the operation and supervision of the vehicle from the 

surface. The communication link of the flight control system is discussed in section 4.1.3. 

To conclude the flight management system must provide a failsafe solution that allows 

switching between manual remote control and autopilot control of the vehicle to manually 

operate it during take-off and land procedures in case of failure of the flight control system. 

The failsafe will be discussed in detail in section 4.1.4. 

Some of those features are already provided or supported by the autopilot, so the major 

work performed consists in the specification of the different subsystems, solutions definitions 

for the various subsystems and their integration to attain a complete flight management and 

control solution. 

4.1.1 – Attitude Estimation 

In order to the autopilot stabilize the airframe it must be provided with attitude sensing 

capabilities. Attitude estimation must include at least roll and pitch estimations to perform 

stabilization control. Those are the most difficult vehicle state variables to measure. The 

direct measure of some of the state variables would be desired, but some technologies are 

expensive and not suitable for a micro UAV due to their size and weight. It is the case of the 

inclinometers used to obtain pitch, roll and yaw angles [33-35]. Therefore, these state 

variables are obtained with estimation methods, which are not so accurate and depend of the 

technology used to acquire the vehicle state variables and to process such data. 

The autopilot estimates roll and pitch angles based on data acquired from a sensing 

system to attain a stabilized level flight attitude. Such data it’s commonly acquired by visible 

light sensors, IR thermopiles or gyro and accelerometers in an IMU. IMU selection will be 

limited because of the low cost concept of the complete system. Thus, the selected solution 

for this system is based in IR thermopiles technology. A discussion about the method used to 

estimate state variables is presented in section 4.4.3. IR thermopile sensors must be installed 

in the vehicle with a clear view of the horizon, so it is required a robust solution to prevent 

eventual damage due to hard landings or crashes. The preference goes for sensors with 

internal signal conditioning to minimize the use of support electronics due to the lack of 

space. 
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4.1.2 - Navigation 

In order for the vehicle to fly autonomously, it is a fundamental requirement that it 

should know its position relative to some reference point. 

This functionality is provided by the navigation subsystem. More specifically, navigation is 

concerned with determining the position of the UAV relative to some desired position, in 

order to facilitate the higher level guidance and control systems. Guidance is concerned with 

getting to the destination and control with staying on track.  

The navigation subsystem provides periodic information about the inertial position of the 

vehicle, allowing the navigation and guidance algorithms to determine the vehicle trajectory, 

motion, velocity and altitude. This data will be used by higher level subsystems such as 

control and flight planning as a basis for decision making.  

The navigation subsystem consists in a sensorial unit that provides the navigation variables 

and guidance algorithms to navigate. The hardware is based on a GPS module that is 

presented in section 4.4.1 and the autopilot navigation and guidance algorithms on section 

4.6.1.8  

The navigation requirements establish that GPS data must be available with an update 

rate above 1Hz, and have the best accuracy possible in order to minimize the positions errors 

that might lead to degradation of the vehicle guidance routines. Furthermore, due to size 

constrains of the payload compartment the GPS module is required to be compact with 

preference to a module that has a self contained antenna. The GPS module must be able to 

transmit data using a logic level asynchronous serial standard to be compatible with the 

autopilot board. 

4.1.3 - Communications and Ground Operator 

The digital communications link is required to provide several important functions. It 

allows the autopilot to be dynamically configured in-flight, which enables in-flight gain tuning 

and sensor monitoring and it provides a means for commands to be sent from the operator to 

the vehicle. Thus, the communication link between the autopilot and GCS is required to be a 

bi-directional communication solution that assures real time data exchange.  

As the interface between operator and ground control, the communication link must be 

reliable and ensure high availability. Due to the 2.4GHz frequency spectrum occupation by 

the RC link, the RF modem must operate in a different frequency. 

Radio telemetry should be fast enough to report the vehicle status information at a rate 

of 10Hz. Because the ultimate use of this flight control system is for collaborative UAV 

applications, it is desirable a communication protocol that supports mesh networks. 

4.1.4 - Fail-Safe and Human Pilot 

The safety of the vehicle when performing autonomous flights must be assured in a 

certain way. Thus, the system must be equipped with fail-safe mechanisms. When for some 

reason the autopilot loses the control due to hardware malfunctions, the pilot must be able 

to take control of the vehicles switching from autopilot to human pilot control.  This ability to 

switch is also essential regarding the ability to take off and land, or in case of flight testing 
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procedures. Furthermore, in a situation of RC link loss, the flight management system must 

be able detect it and take the decision to fly back to the home waypoint. 

The fail-safe solution is composed by a hardware module and software algorithms. The 

hardware is based in a multiplex circuit that is discussed in section 4.3.2. The software 

algorithm consists in event handlers that activate maneuvers to fly the vehicle to the home 

location in case of RC signal loss. 

4.2  - Autopilot Solutions for Flight Control 

Small and micro UAVs are vehicles that fly at relatively low altitudes, thus making the 

task to control them complicated at times with a high risk of collision. Autopilots are systems 

developed to operate a UAV autonomously with as little human interaction as possible, having 

become indispensable to the success of surveillance, search and rescue missions amongst 

others. Today, the technological achievements in wireless communication networks and also 

in MEMS have made it possible to develop and use sophisticated autopilots at a low cost rate 

for small UAVs application. 

The current objective of this section is to elaborate a resumed comparison between three 

commercial and open-source solutions available for small UAVs. The three systems compared 

are well known within the hobby model airplanes community and researchers. The hardware 

and software capabilities of each system are explored as well as its applications and 

developments, wrapping it up with a comparison between them. 

A resumed presentation of three solutions: 

Piccolo [15], is a family of flight management and control systems developed by Cloup 

Cap Technologies that are a major reference within the available commercial solutions for 

UAVs. The Piccolo SL is the lighter and smaller version, suitable for small UAVs. It provides a 

complete off-the-shelf avionic system including autopilot, GPS, IMU and pressure flight 

sensors, radio communications and payload interfaces that supports several peripherals 

through RS232 or CAN interfaces. Ground station and simulation environment software are 

also provided. Although, this is an expensive solution (few thousand dollars) to be applied in a 

low-cost UAV, and the size constrains established by the platform payload capacity inhibits its 

utilization. 

Paparrazi [14], is a free and open-source flight management and control system that 

offers a complete hardware and software system incorporating antennas, modems, GPS 

receivers, the flight control with Kalman filtering code as well as an interface software for 

the ground station. Accordingly to what happens with the majority of autopilots on the 

market, this system relies on infrared sensors or IMUs conjointly with GPS to assure 

stabilization and navigation and a precise estimation of the vehicle state variables. The 

software can only be executed in Linux Ubunto OS based platforms or any other debian based 

linux distribution. This particularity, along with its need for configuration using the command 

line, can be taken in consideration as a disadvantage for users who are less familiarized with 

this OS. This high level of complexity and the need of extended background study when 

comparing with the ArduPilot, has influence in the autopilot solution decision. 

The ArduPilot project [16] intends to develop a family of low-cost open-source autopilot 

systems based on Arduino prototyping platforms. The project is based on a DIY concept that 

intends to provide an expandable, configurable and modifiable system. The base hardware 

consists in a single Arduino board. A complete hardware and software flight management and 
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control solution can be achieved with the addition of expandable avionics, like flight sensors, 

navigation and wireless communication. The autopilot software is modular and adaptable to 

the hardware solutions. It supports distinct flight modes that goes from a simple stabilization 

mode to a complete autonomous mode with stabilization plus navigation through multiple and 

programmable waypoints and relies on infrared or IMU stabilization and GPS navigation 

control. Comparing with the previous autopilots, the ArduPilot is a more simple and low-cost 

solution. It is not an integrated and ready to use solution like the Piccolo autopilot, instead it 

requires the integration of the various subsystems in order to have a complete flight 

management and control system. Furthermore, the simplicity of the hardware and 

consequent limitations does not allow complex Kalman filtering estimation; instead it relies in 

more simplistic attitude estimation based in a three-axis infrared thermopiles system. 

4.3  - Flight Management and Control Hardware 

The flight management and control solution is designed as a distributed system as is much 

common nowadays. It consists of several basically independent functional blocks as can be 

seen from the hardware architecture shown in Figure 4.1. This architecture not only allows a 

relatively easy expansion of the system, but also allows simplifies the substitution of a 

specific block in case of damage or malfunction, without major modifications. Only the RC 

transmitter/receiver and the actuator unit that are standard flight platform equipment, 

which was presented previously. All the other parts constitute the flight management and 

control hardware. 

Figure 4.1 – Flight Management and Control hardware architecture 
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The flight management and control hardware consist of the autopilot board, the sensorial 

unit, communications hardware and the fail-safe circuit that also functions as a bypass 

circuit.  The following discussion of the avionics will begin by outlining the ArduPilot main 

board and base hardware. Next the fail-safe circuit is discussed because it is part of the 

autopilot board. Subsequently, the sensorial unit and respective solutions to determinate the 

vehicle state are covered. The last section will detail the communication link between the 

flight control and the ground station. 

4.3.1 - ArduPilot Board and ArduShield 

The Ardupilot board is the indispensable hardware part of this flight management and 

control system. This embedded process board, shown in Figure 4.2, contains two Atmel AVR 

CPUs, a main ATMega328 CPU which is the flight controller, and a secondary ATTiny45 that 

functions as a multiplexer to switch between autopilot and pilot control if solicited or in a 

fail-safe case.  

It has six spare analog inputs with the CPU internal 10-bit resolution ADC to connect 

analog output sensors. Three of these inputs are used to connect the airspeed sensor and the 

two IR thermopiles. Additionally it has six spare digital input/outputs to add expansion 

sensors or payload and four RC-in channels, plus the autopilot flight mode channel that allows 

switching between manual and different autopilot flight modes. To complete the peripheral 

interface the board has a single Universal Synchronous/Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter 

(USART) port shared to communicate with the GPS and the RF transceiver. 

The board contains as well all the electronics components to support these devices, 

including the power supplies and voltage regulator to the sensors, GPS receiver and RF 

modem. 

The core of the Arduino board is the 8-bit and 16MHz Atmel AVR Atmega328 processor[36] 

with total onboard processing power of approximately 20 MIPS. With 32 KB of program 

memory for the flight control software, 2KB of SRAM and 1KB of EEPROM that is used to store 

the navigation waypoints. It is responsible for processing sensor data, handling I/O to the 

GPS, modem, and fail-safe circuit, running the control algorithms, and handling 

communications with the ground station. While fast enough to run the sensor processing and 

control algorithms, the ATMega328 does not have the computational capabilities for complex 

operations like video processing. 
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Figure 4.2 – ArduPilot Atmega328 prototype board 

The base ArduPilot hardware also includes an expansion kit with a shield board, shown in 

Figure 4.3, designated by ArduShield V2. The board integrates an MPXV7002DP differential 

pressure sensor for airspeed measurement and two dedicated ports, one for infrared 

thermopiles and a redundant one for the GPS module. It also includes a voltage divider to 

measure battery level and three status LEDs for Power, Status and GPS lock. This expansion 

kit also includes other assemble and interface items to attach sensors to the board and 

complete the autopilot base hardware. 

 

Figure 4.3 – ArduShield V2 expandable board 

4.3.2 - Fail-Safe Circuit  

The ArduPilot board has a built-in fail-safe circuit that has two main functions. The main 

propose is to switch control to the pilot in case of autopilot failure. However, this circuit is 

also used to switch between the different autopilot flight modes that are discussed in section 

4.6.1.1  
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The circuit consists in the fail-safe Atmel AVR Attiny45 multiplexer where the RC receiver 

and the autopilot CPU output channels are connected. The multiplexer decodes the CTRL 

channel signal from the RC receiver and sends the flight mode that is set to the autopilot 

CPU.  

The majority of RC transmitters, like the Futaba 7C, have a three position toggle that is 

assigned to control the CTRL channel. This allows defining three different flight modes that 

can be switched by the pilot during the flight. To activate the fail-safe through the actuation 

of this toggle switch, the manual mode must be assigned to one of the toggle positions in the 

autopilot software configuration discussed in section 4.6.1.9 The other two positions of the 

toggle are assigned to two of the autopilot flight modes. In case of RC failure the fail-safe 

mode is automatically activated. The autopilot will detect that the throttle has dropped 

below the trim value and will drive the vehicle back to the home location. 

If the manual flight is activated the multiplexer simply routes the input signals from the 

RC receiver to the output servo-actuators, else the multiplexer assigns the drive signals 

coming from the autopilot CPU as shown in Figure 4.4. 

 

Figure 4.4 – ArduPilot board fail-safe circuit 

4.4  - Sensorial Unit 

To control the vehicle effectively, an accurate, timely estimate of aircraft states 

identified on chapter 3 is required. The purpose of this section is to outline the methods and 

components used to gather the vehicle state information. 

The flight control software requires navigation and attitude variables:   

• inertial north and east positions �� and �!;   

• altitude position ℎ;  

• attitude variables: pitch `, and roll ^ angles;  

• vehicle airspeed +; 
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A sensorial unit is designed to obtain those variables. This section will discuss the sensors 

used to obtain or estimate the vehicle states. 

4.4.1 - GPS Receiver 

It is indispensable to know the vehicle inertial �� and �!and altitude ℎ positions, in order 

to perform navigation control. To achieve this requirement a sensorial unit based in the 

global position of the vehicle is used. The advantage of using GPS is that it is freely accessible 

through the utilization of a GPS receiver.  

The altitude variable is commonly obtained with an absolute pressure sensor due to their 

higher accuracy and sensitivity to small variations in altitude. Therefore, the GPS altitude 

information in low altitudes is generally in agreement with the altitudes measured with a 

barometric altimeter [37]. This solution warrants a considerable saving in space, weight and 

cost of the system, without compromising the performance. 

The ArduPilot software was designed to support uBlox 5, Mediatek, EM406 GPS modules or 

other GPS receiver that communicate either with a NMEA standard format or a binary format.  

The selected module is the EM-406A GPS from USGlobalSat [38], shown in Figure 4.5. 

 

Figure 4.5 – GPS receiver module 

This high performance 20 channel GPS receiver, based on the SiRF StarIII chipset, it is a 

small sized, lightweight, with approximately 16g, and low cost off-the-shelf module that is 

considered one of the most sensitive GPS receivers presently available. 

The antenna is built into the module which turns it very compact and ideal for 

applications with strict size constrains like MAVs.  

The GPS module reports longitude, latitude, altitude, direction and speed over ground 

information in an update rate of 1Hz. Vertical speed information is also available via the SiRF 

binary interface. The vehicle is set to cruise at 10m/s approximately, so the 1Hz update rate 

and the position error inferior to 10 meters satisfy the requirements of the flight plan and 

guidance algorithms. 
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The module communicates through NMEA 0183 and SiRF binary protocols used by most 

modern GPS modules with a 57600 bps baud rate. The communications link between the GPS 

receiver and the ArduPilot CPU is via TX and RX pins of USART. 

The module also includes on-board voltage regulation, LED status indicator and battery 

backed RAM. Reacquitisition time is 0.1 sec., average, so in case of sporadic GPS signal failure 

the reconnection it’s almost instantaneous. In a cold start it takes approximately 42s to 

acquire signal. The receiver is powered by the ArduPilot board, it requires a 5V supply and 

consumes 44mA [39]. 

For best signal capturing, the module is installed outside the platform hardware bay with 

the plan of the antenna oriented parallel to the ground, as shown in Figure 4.6. 

  

Figure 4.6 – GPS receiver mounted in the platform 

4.4.2 - Airspeed Sensor 

The vehicle airspeed + is measured indirectly with a differential pressure sensor. The 

differential pressure measured between the dynamic and static pressure probes of the sensor 

is used to obtain the vehicle's airspeed.  

The MPXV7002DP differential pressure sensor, shown in Figure 4.7, which is integrated in 

the ArduShield board, is used for airspeed measurement. This sensor is integrated silicon, has 

on-chip temperature compensation, calibration and signal conditioning, so it doesn’t need 

external circuits. It is relatively inexpensive and small with a particularity in the package that 

already has nipples to connect dynamic and static pressure probes, turning it more attractive 

for this kind of application.  

 

Figure 4.7 – Airspeed Sensor 
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The static pressure probe is mounted in the hardware house to capture the atmospheric 

pressure, and the dynamic one is fixed in the front of the platform so it protrude into the 

airstream to capture the total pressure generated by the longitudinal movement. 

 

Figure 4.8 – Illustration of the dynamic pressure probe mounted in the front of the platform 

The sensor is temperature compensated in a range of 10 to 60 ºC, so it doesn’t need 

external analog or digital compensation. The output signal has a  straight linear relationship 

with pressure over a specified pressure range of -2KPa to 2KPa [40]. 

 

4.4.3 - Three-Axis Flight Stabilization 

For this project, in order to estimate the vehicle attitude, a three-axis sensorial system 

based on IR thermopiles technology was selected. This solution gives roll and pitch estimation 

based on the absolute temperature difference between sky and ground [41]. It is significantly 

costly reduced comparing with a three-axis IMU with gyros, accelerometers, and 

magnetometers, with the advantage being unaffected by motor vibration and rather more 

reliability and robust solution compared with visible light sensors [42]. Another main 

advantage of this system is that no high processing capabilities are required. In fact, 

compared to inertial systems, the onboard computer does not have to do many calculations to 

figure out the plane’s attitude. Furthermore, the refreshment rate does not have to be as 

fast as in inertial systems. These characteristics turn it attractive to a simplest low cost 

autopilot. Although, comparing with IMU technology, IR thermopiles have slower response 

times, performance is influenced by environmental factors like weather conditions and 

terrain morphology and it does not provide the autopilot with so accurate estimation. IMU 

stabilization allows attitude estimation based on extended Kalman filtering and DCM 

methods. Those methods provide a more robust and accurate attitude estimation. However 

algorithms based on those methods require intense mathematical computations and 

consequent demand of high processing capabilities and CPU usage.  
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Figure 4.9 – IR thermopile three axis

4.4.3.1  - IR Thermopiles Sensors

FMA Direct is a corporation that 

CPD4 that has two dual axis 

thermopiles especially designed for flight stabilization proposes

 Each sensor module contains 

90º apart. With two of those

stabilization sensorial system. One module of thermopiles is mounted in the top of the 

airframe with an unobstructed view of the horizon

perfectly leveled in level flight condition

are used to estimate roll and pitch

with one thermopile pointing to the sky and the other one to the ground. Z

for measure calibration, providing the 

ground.  

Figure 
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IR thermopile three axis flight stabilization: Example of temperature read by the 
thermopiles during a roll turn 

IR Thermopiles Sensors 

is a corporation that provides flight stabilization solutions, like the 

 sensor modules, shown in Figure 4.10, with two pair of 

especially designed for flight stabilization proposes. 

Each sensor module contains four independent IR thermopile sensors that are mounted 

two of those modules it is possible to make a complete

stabilization sensorial system. One module of thermopiles is mounted in the top of the 

with an unobstructed view of the horizon and aligned with X and Y axis

perfectly leveled in level flight condition. The temperature differences on the X

pitch angles. The other module is mounted aligned with 

with one thermopile pointing to the sky and the other one to the ground. Z axis sensor

, providing the maximum temperature difference between the sky and 

Figure 4.10 – Dual axis sensor schematic 

read by the 

like the Co-Pilot 

with two pair of 

that are mounted 

omplete three-axis 

stabilization sensorial system. One module of thermopiles is mounted in the top of the 

aligned with X and Y axis to be 

on the X and Y axis 

other module is mounted aligned with Z axis, 

axis sensor is used 

maximum temperature difference between the sky and 
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Sensor modules are connected to the ArduShield IR port for attitude data acquisition. The 

output signal is internally amplified and low pass filtered before being sampled by the 

Atmega328 on chip ADC. 

 

Figure 4.11 – Dual axis FMA IR sensor module 

4.5  - Autopilot Communication 

To satisfy the need of the flight management and control system to communicate in real-

time with the operator in the ground control station an RF data communication link is 

installed in the vehicle. The advantage of using XBee embedded RF modules is that they 

support the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol [43], which is the base protocol for low-rate personal area 

networks like ZigBee. This protocol is ideal to communicate data through hostile RF 

environments in distances up to 3Km with a 2 dB dipole antenna [44].  

Another important feature, which is relevant for this application, is related with the 

support for multiple network topologies such as point-to-point, point-to-multipoint and mesh 

networks. In a multi-vehicle panorama a communication protocol that supports point-to-

multipoint network allows a single ground point to communicate with multiple vehicles. 

Furthermore, mesh network between vehicles allow future enhancements such as data-

relaying, inter-aircraft communication, TCAS systems and increase interoperability between 

vehicles in a multi-vehicle scenario. 

4.5.1 - Radio Modem 

To exchange data between the UAV and the ground, an XBee telemetry system is used in a 

point-to-point connection. The module installed on board is a RF wire antenna Xbee PRO 900, 

shown in Figure 4.12.  

X Y sensor module 

Z sensor module 
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Figure 4.12 – Xbee PRO 900 RF on-board radio modem 

This is a relatively small and lightweight module. The wire antenna module is on-board 

mounted with an Adafruit XBee adapter board, designed to ease the task of adding wireless 

point-to-point or mesh networking. 

 The module transmits at 900 MHz with 17 dBm of power in a range of up to 3 km with 2.1 

dB gain dipole antennas. Data rates of 156.25 kbps can be achieved under ideal conditions 

[44]. Thus, the radio modem shares the same serial port as the GPS module, so the baud rate 

it’s fixed at 57600 bps, which is the GPS module baud rate. The data format is based in 

simple ASCII commands similar to NMEA GPS data strings. 

4.6  - ArduPilot Software 

The ArduPilot project developed open-source software that provides a complete solution 

for flight control, flight planning and GCS.  

The flight control software is discussed in section 4.6.1. 

The flight planning software, designed by ConfigTool, was developed to support mission 

planning defining the 3D waypoints and consequent flight path. Lastly the GSC software 

provides real time attitude and navigation information about the vehicle to the operator and 

supports data logging. 

 The following sections discuss the control theory behind the flight control software, the 

architecture and organization of the flight control routines and the configuration and tuning 

processes to adapt the autopilot to the research flight platform. Flight planning software is 

discussed in section 4.6.2 and GSC software in section 4.8.2. 

4.6.1 - Flight Control Software 

The autopilot flight control software is responsible for attitude estimation, processing 

sensor data, parsing GPS data, controlling the vehicle, and handling communications with the 

ground station. The ArduPilot flight control software was designed to supports IMU or three 

axis IR flight stabilization for attitude estimation and GPS for waypoints navigation. Supported 

GPS protocols are the most common and used NMEA and SiRF binary protocols. 
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The ArduPilot provides a range of built in flight modes that allow it to act as a simple 

flight stabilization system or a sophisticated autopilot. Those flight modes are detail 

discussed in detail in section 4.6.1.1  

The control software provided by the ArduPilot project was developed in C language and 

specifically designed to use in the Arduino ArduPilot embedded board. 

Structurally the software is fragmented in libraries and files. Those files contain functions 

and setup routines to handle the complete autopilot system plus avionics. A representation of 

the software organization structure is shown on appendix A. 

Concerning the high-level functional view, the flight control flow can be conceptually 

divided in three segments, illustrated in Figure 4.13.  

The boot segment is responsible for the system initialization and configuration, it will be 

detail discussed in the section 4.6.1.2  

The next executed code segment is the main control loop. The main loop executes all the 

control routines, since the sensor acquisition and processing data, the attitude and navigation 

control algorithms to surfaces control trough servo actuation. Detail discussion about the 

main loop is found in section 4.6.1.3  

Parallel with the main loop, other periodic loops are executed to handle with periodic or 

triggered pre-configured events. Those concurrent events and functions are generically 

designated by concurrent loops and discussed on section 4.6.1.4  

 

 

Figure 4.13 – Flight Control Software Architecture 
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4.6.1.1  - Flight Operation Modes 

The ArduPilot supports three autonomous navigation modes: waypoint navigation, RTL and 

loiter plus a fly-by-wire and a stabilization mode.  

In the waypoint navigation mode, the aircraft travels to pre-programmed GPS waypoints. 

The waypoints, latitude, longitude and altitude are set before flight with the configuration 

utility. The human pilot can also nudge the aircraft manually in this mode. These waypoints 

are stored in the board EEPROM, and sequentially loaded every time the UAV reaches a 

waypoint.  

In the RTL mode, the vehicle just returns to the home location, which is set to be the first 

valid GPS coordinate and circles overhead until the pilot takes over manual control or 

switches into another mode. This mode is also activated in case when the communications or 

GPS signal is lost. If it occurs the vehicle will return to the home and enter in loiter mode. 

Both waypoint navigation and RTL are GPS based navigation modes, because they use 

vehicle GPS position information to navigate. The paths following algorithms are discussed in 

section 4.6.1.8  

Loiter navigation mode is used to place the vehicle in a stable orbit around a waypoint. 

This mode is automatically used by the autopilot to flight above home after the RTL command 

has reached home. Loiter navigation mode is also used in a fail-safe procedure whenever the 

communications links to the vehicle have been lost. In this the vehicle will begin to orbit 

about the home waypoint. The loiter navigation algorithm is discussed in section 4.6.1.8  

Fly-by-wire flight mode is used to steer the vehicle through the actuation of the RC stick, 

i.e. the pilot points where the vehicle must go through the actuation of the RC pitch and roll 

stick. This procedure manages reference inputs to the attitude controllers that produce 

efforts to head and climb/descend to the desired target and altitude, diminishing the steady 

state error. Airspeed in manually controlled by the pilot.  

The Stabilize flight mode is used to achieve a level flight. When the RC stick that controls 

roll and pitch is release the vehicle will return to level flight. This is the same as saying that 

in this flight mode the pilot is controlling the maneuvers and pitch and roll controllers are 

functioning to achieve a steady flight in the absence of control inputs. 

4.6.1.2  - Boot Sequence 

The Boot sequence processes everything needed to put the system ready to fly. This 

initial section of the code is responsible to declare all the global variables and structures 

initialize the autopilot hardware and setup all the avionics hardware and communications. 

Actually there are two distinct boot sequences, the one that it’s executed at the 

ArduPilot startup and other that it’s executed in the case of system in-air-restart. 

Figure 4.14 illustrates the sequence of events executed during the boot. The in-air-restart 

boot does not execute the events marked as ground setup. 
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Figure 4.14 – Boot Sequence functional view 

The software setup initializes all the variables and structures to store and register data 

from the avionics, i.e. GPS and sensors variables, location navigation vectors, location, 

navigation and attitude errors, etc. 

The saved settings stored in the EEPROM are loaded in case of in-air-restart, PWM timers 

for servo-actuators controls are set. At least the correct flight mode is set and pre-

programmed waypoints stored in the EEPROM are loaded. 

The hardware setup initializes the autopilot hardware. The Atmega 328 I/O´s and ADCs 

are initialized. First, the pins on the Atmega 328 are associated with the avionics I/O pins, 

GPS serial port, digital modem serial port, and the RC analog port. Then the GPS multiplexer 

and the control switch are enabled and connection with RC is established. 

The ground control sequence is only executed in a ground power up because it executes 

routines that cannot be set in the air. This sequence starts with the configuration of the GPS 

followed by an actuator check up that makes the servos wiggle to inform the operator that 

servo-actuators are alive. Then radio is read to set the trims, function to read airspeed is 

initialized and sensor and radio settings are EEPROM saved to be restored in case of system in-

air-restart. 
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4.6.1.3  - Main Loop 

The main loop is responsible to execute the core algorithms for platform specific control, 

which includes navigation and attitude PID controllers. To execute those control loops the 

main processes the sensors as inputs for attitude estimation and changes the vehicle motion 

as result of control algorithms computation.  

The main loop is set to be the highest frequency activity of the autopilot code, with a 

periodic rate of 50Hz. This rate was chosen because it is the update rate for the control 

surface servos. 

Figure 4.15 shows the main loop functional flow.  
 

 

Figure 4.15 – Flight control software main loop functional view 

The beginning of the main loop executes the functions which collects and process the 

radio inputs and sensors data. The attitude estimation algorithms are executed as part of the 

sensor processing functions. The radio and sensor processes outputs the desired and 

estimated roll and pitch angles respectively and the desired throttle. 

The execution of the central segment of the main loop depends on the flight mode set at 

the instant of the loop start. This section begins with navigation calculation to set the 

altitude and bearing error between the current GPS coordinates and the next waypoint 

coordinates. Subsequently, the respective flight mode routine is executed, which is 

illustrated in Figure 4.16. 

If the autopilot is set to be in manual mode, no control routines are applied, the human 

pilot control commands are sent to the bypass fail-safe circuit via the RC; 
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If the autopilot is set to stabilize mode, the vehicle just responds to radio control. When 

the RC sticks are released,  roll and pitch angles are set to null and just attitude control is 

executed in order to put the vehicle in steady-level flight, similar to co-pilot systems 

procedure; 

If the autopilot is set to be in fly-by-wire mode the navigation control, which computes 

the desired pitch and roll references for attitude control, is manipulated by the RC sticks. 

Those desired roll and pitch commands are transmitted to the attitude control that computes 

the references to the elevons. 

If the autopilot is set to be in autonomous navigation modes (auto, RTL or loiter) 

navigation and attitude control are computed to determine the servo-actuator drive 

commands. 

 

Figure 4.16 – Flight control software: flight mode execution functional flow 

At the bottom of the main loop, autopilot and pilot in the loop commands are computed 

and sent to drive servo-actuators. 

4.6.1.4  - Concurrent Loops 

The concurrent loops are a set of loops or functions that run concurrently or in the time 

gap between successive main loop executions. This organizational structure allows several 

independent tasks to be periodically or trigger-event executed. Those concurrent loops are 

represented in Figure 4.15. 

The update GPS loop updates the GPS data, the navigation timer and the time interval 

between successive updates needed to the PID calculations. This loop runs at 10Hz, check if 

data is received on the GPS serial port is the correct length, and then extracts the Longitude, 

Latitude, GPS altitude, GPS velocity, and GPS heading. 

The high rate telemetry loop is responsible to send flight attitude telemetry to the ground 

at 10Hz. 
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The navigation telemetry loop is executed once a second. Its purpose is to send navigation 

and GPS information to the ground station. 

The navigation computations loop calculates the desired direction to fly, the altitude 

error based on the GPS data and updates navigation to calculate distance and bearing at 

10Hz. 

The check-up loop it’s executed once in a second to read main battery voltage, read 3-

position switch on radio (CTRL channel), and actualize status LEDs. 

The uplink server it’s a time server responsible to attend and process communications 

from the ground station at 1Hz. 

The event handling it’s a time server that takes advantage of the time between successive 

main loops execution to execute pre-configured events. 

4.6.1.5  - Flight Control Theory 

The ArduPilot flight control software is based on a cascade Proportional Integral 

Derivative (PID) control theory for flight stabilization and navigation. PID control is the most 

common feedback control design as it is simple to implement and intuitive to operate. 

Stability can often be ensured using only the proportional term in well damped systems. The 

integral term compensates for steady long-term errors, and the derivative term is used to 

provide damping to reduce oscillation. 

ArduPilot uses various PID control loops in a cascade structure. The aileron, elevator, and 

throttle commands are controlled via inner PID loops that stabilize the roll, pitch and 

throttle. The guidance and airspeed are controlled with outer loops, which produce 

commanded values for the inner loops. Airspeed is controlled by both throttle and pitch 

controllers and altitude only by throttle. This structure is illustrated in Figure 4.17. 

The PID loops are implemented in the ArduPilot flight control software using a function 

that contain proportional, integral, and derivative gains, along with saturation limits on the 

outputs. 
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Figure 4.17 – Flight control software architecture 

The control architecture represented is divided in two cascade controllers: the lateral and 

longitudinal controllers. The lateral controller controls the vehicle guidance and the 

longitudinal controller altitude and airspeed. The next sections discuss these controllers in 

detail. 

4.6.1.6  - Lateral Controller 

The lateral controller is responsible for controlling roll angle and heading. It consists in an 

inner loop that produces the aileron drive command and an outer loop that generates a roll 

angle reference from the heading error. The lateral modes are generally excited with aileron 

and rudder inputs, but as the flight platform used does not have rudder actuator, the inner 

loop consists in a single roll angle controller that drives the ailerons. The PID structure of the 

roll angle controller is illustrated in Figure 4.18. 

 

Figure 4.18 – Flight control software roll angle controller 

The objective of the roll angle controller is to provide accurate tracking of reference roll 

angle command (ɸref) generated by the guidance controller. The output is the drive command 

sent to the aileron actuator. 
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The procedure starts with the roll error calculation. The difference between the 

reference roll angle, computed by the outer loop and the roll angle estimation, computed 

based on sensors data, gives the roll error. The pilot RC input is then added to the computed 

roll angle, saturated and sent to the aileron drive stage.  

 

Figure 4.19 - Flight control software guidance controller 

The objective of the outer loop is to compute the desired roll angle based on the path 

tracking error, designated by heading error. The heading error is the difference between the 

heading and the ground course. The navigation heading reference is updated when new a GPS 

data package is received. 

4.6.1.7  - Longitudinal Controller 

The longitudinal controller is responsible for controlling the airspeed, pitch angle, and 

altitude. It consists in two inner loops and one outer loop. The inners loops produce 

commands to drive the elevator and throttle actuators. The outer loop sets the pitch angle 

reference to maintain the desired airspeed. 

The throttle control, shown in Figure 4.20, is based on a mechanical energy method, i.e. 

it is altitude and airspeed compensated. The objective of using this method is that throttle is 

adjusted to maintain both altitude and airspeed references. With the airspeed and altitude 

errors it is possible to calculate the mechanical energy that needs to be provided to the 

system to attain the desired energy level. 

This energy compensation is added to the throttle cruise speed and saturated between 

maximum and minimum throttle. Boost compensation is done in case of slow ground speed. 

The throttle drive command is then sent to the ESC. 

 

Figure 4.20 - Flight control software throttle controller 

The objective of the pitch controller, illustrated in Figure 4.21, is to generate an elevator 

deflection from the pitch error to manage the pitch attitude of the aircraft. The pitch error is 

calculated as the difference between the reference pitch angle computed by the outer loop 

and the pitch angle estimation based on sensor data. Pitch compensation is added for the 
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vehicle to maintain a leveled altitude when it is rolling. Then pitch command is saturated 

between bound values after the pilot pitch intention has been added. At least, the drive 

command is transformed in elevator surface effort by the actuator to track the desired pitch. 

 

 

Figure 4.21 - Flight control software pitch angle controller  

The objective of the airspeed loop is to generate a pitch angle reference that is processed 

by the pitch controller in order to track the desired airspeed. This loop regulates the 

aircraft’s airspeed during climb and descent maneuvers. 

 

 

Figure 4.22 - Flight control software airspeed controller 

4.6.1.8  - Navigation Algorithms 

The ArduPilot flight control software supports three distinct and basic navigation 

algorithms. Waypoint path following, RTL and loiter. Both this algorithms are parameterized 

to behave differently depending on the vehicle flight mode set by the control channel and 

both use a simple vector field navigation strategy to minimize computational usage. 

Loiter uses a simple vector field for holding the orbit around a specific location. This 

method produces a field of desired course commands that drive the vehicle toward the 

current path segment. At any point in space, the desired course can be easily calculated. This 

desired course is used to command guidance and roll control loops to guide the vehicle onto 

the desired path. 

In Figure 4.23 (a) loiter trajectory vector field is illustrated. The red circle represents the 

desired loiter trajectory radius, while the dashed circle represents the boundary of the flight 

envelope. Figure 4.23 (b) shows the flight tendency of the vehicle, represented by the red 
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line, when the vehicle is in loitering mode and comes from the center of the loiter trajectory 

radius. 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.23 – Loiter vector field (a) and loiter trajectory (b) 

Two methods of waypoint navigation are implemented. The RTL mode uses a simple 

switched direction field. The vehicle simply heads directly to the home waypoint if the 

distance to the waypoint is greater than the loiter radius. Instead if the vehicle is close to the 

waypoint, the vehicle enters in a loiter trajectory around the home location, similar to the 

illustration shown in Figure 4.23 (b).  

The waypoint navigation mode method follows a direction field that keeps the vehicle 

close to the line formed by the originating and destination waypoints. If due to wind 

disturbances the vehicle exits the path line, a cross track error is generated and the vehicle 

headed back to the trajectory. The waypoint path following method switch direction fields 

when the vehicle is within a set arrival range of the destination waypoint. The destination 

waypoint will be incremented to the next waypoint in the flight path and a new direction 

field is generated successively until the final location. 

 

Figure 4.24 – Straight line vector field 
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The navigation algorithm has a basic mechanism to adjust the plane's heading when it has 

steered off of the intended path due to wind disturbances. 

The cross-track is set in the starting location as the angle towards the waypoint (γ), as 

shown in Figure 4.25(a). As the vehicle gets off track, this angle changes and generates an 

error. A sine mathematical function is applied to the error in order to get a smother ratio and 

multiplied by the distance to the waypoint to get an angle (ϕ). This angle is then added to the 

heading reference in order to diminish the deviation to the optimal track. The final error is 

given by the angle ω. 

Depending on the cross-track gain and heading error, results can change significantly, so 

the effect is limited to a range of 25 degrees. If the vehicle goes outside of 25 degrees, the 

cross-track is reset to be from the current location. 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.25 - Cross-track behaviour: (a) the intended path is illustrated by the grey line. The red and 
green lines illustrate the waypoint and cross-track heading respectively; (b) the cyan line represents the 

cross-track heading for an error angle superior to 25º 

4.6.1.9  - Configuration Process 

The ArduPilot flight control software, as generic solution to control small UAVs, needs to 

be setup properly to control a specific flight platform. Some considerations about the avionics 

and desired operation must be set in order to configure the system properly before 

attempting autonomous flight. 

In the ArduPilot this is done primarily through an editable configuration file. This file 

allows configuration of several hardware and flight control aspects: 

• Configure autopilot to function in debug mode. The debug mode is used to test 

the various subsystems input and outputs through data analysis. To the subsystems 

the autopilot is connected to a computer through serial port. The debug data is 

then sent by the autopilot to the computer and sampled in the Arduino IDE1 serial 

                                                 
1 Arduino IDE is a cross platform application developed in Java that provides a development 
environment for writing code and communicates with Arduino hardware for programs uploading and 
communication 
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monitor.  The ArduPilot comes with seven debug modes: Debug RC channel inputs, 

servo outputs, sensor inputs, GPS input, control switch and switch modes. The 

debugging will be discussed in detail in chapter 5, as part of the test procedure; 

• Flight mode control switch configuration. Configures the mapping between each 

position of the RC 3 position toggle and the autopilot flight mode; 

• Hardware configuration. The system is composed by a branch of hardware, from 

sensors to actuators and communications to power system. The autopilot needs to 

be provided with information about the expendable components in order to work 

properly. With respect to the sensorial system, the GPS module and protocol must 

be defined and the airspeed and attitude estimation sensors must be configured. 

To configure the thermopile sensors first the sensors placement is set, and the 

pitch and roll trims are calibrated to offset potential error due to bad sensor 

placement;  

• Throttle fail-safe event – Flag to define if the system reacts to a fail-safe 

condition, a numeric value to define the fail-safe trigger value (in milliseconds), 

and the fail-safe action; 

• Auto-trim option – A flag to define if the trims of the radio are set when switching 

to pilot in the loop control (manual); 

• Channel ranges – Numerical values to define the range, i.e minimum and 

maximum values of each aileron and elevator channels, in microseconds; 

• Airframe configuration. A flag to set the mixing mode: normal or elevons; and flag 

to reverse channels; 

• Flight control software configuration. Some parameters used by the flight control 

algorithms for attitude and navigation control need to be configured in order to 

function according with the expectations, which includes the controllers gains 

that were referenced in the previous sections; 

• Airspeed control configuration. Numerical values to set the airspeed cruise (m/s) 

and the throttle minimum, cruise and maximum values (in %); 

• Navigation parameters. Configuration of thenavigation parameters used in the 

flight control algorithms; 

• Pitch boundaries – minimum and maximum pitch angle; 

• Loiter radius – the loiter radius that the vehicle should maintain when loitering 

around a waypoint; 

• Maximum heading value – defines the maximum heading value that navigation 

algorithm uses to correct the trajectory. 

4.6.1.10  - Control Tuning Process 

Flight control algorithm must take into account the particular flight dynamics behavior of 

the platform, because autopilots aren’t plug and play devices, and even the best ones need 

to be tuned properly for a specific case. 

When no reliable model of the flight platform is available, and those, as concluded in 

chapter 2, are difficult to develop or obtain, flight control engineers have to perform manual 

tuning of the autopilot controller gains based on flight tests and flight data analysis. This is an 

inevitably dangerous and time-consuming process. The majority of commercial pilots provide 
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tools to help in the gains configuration. However, this is not the case, so a manual tuning 

methodology was developed to process tuning control. 

It is thus required to find the appropriate Proportional, Integral and Derivative (PID) gains 

to determine the appropriate amount the control surfaces would correct each situation by to 

prevent over or under-correction, which may lead to instability in flight. Finding these gains 

reveled to be one of the main challenges of this project.  

In Figure 4.26 there is an illustration of the flight tuning process based on an empirical 

approach.  

 

Figure 4.26 – Flight tuning procedure 

The process begins with the autopilot attitude controllers tuning for pitch and roll angles 

(inner loops). This initial process is done with the RC pilot acting as the controller for other 

control variables. As inner loops are closed, the process becomes easier, outer loops are 

tuned with low-level control already established. The last stage of the tuning process consists 

in the flight plan follower correction for optimal navigation in RTL, loiter and waypoint 

navigation modes. 

First, the roll angle reference is set to zero (ϕ'>Á=0). This is achieved with the autopilot in 
stabilization mode. The roll gain KÃÄ is set to a low value; KÅÄ and K�Ä are set to null. 

 The vehicle is manually piloted to a wing-leveled flight before the stabilization flight 
mode is engaged. This process is repeated and the proportional roll gain KÃÄ increased until 

the wings start to oscillate. When the vehicle starts to wing roll abruptly, the KÃÄ gain is 

reduced to half the value and the KÅÄ gain increased. K�Ä isn’t needed for stabilization. The 

vehicle is piloted to different initial roll conditions before the stabilization mode is engaged. 

The objective is to bring the vehicle to back to level flight with a soft transient response. 

During this process elevator, rudder and throttle control inputs are controlled by the RC pilot. 

Once the roll angle is controlled, the pitch angle controller is tuned in a similar way. The 
controller is initially tuned with a low proportional gain KÃÆ, without integrative and 

derivative gains (KÅÆ and K�Æ). When the vehicle starts oscillating, the proportional term is 

reduced to half the value and the integrative term increased until sufficient longitudinal 

stability is achieved. 

In order to avoid over-control and improve the performance, both roll and pitch angles 

are adjusted to respond in a crisp and quick manner to the inputs. Flying the vehicle in fly-by-

wire mode helps in the tuning process. When fly-by-wire mode is engaged it happens that 

both roll and pitch references are being inputted with the stick position of the RC, and 

consequently isolating the lower level control loops. 

The vehicle is manually piloted in a straight and level flight. Then the RC control stick is 

pushed all the way to one side like if it’s desired to bank with maximum rate. This procedure 
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sets the roll reference to the maximum value, increasing the roll error. The vehicle is 

pretended to act responsively and go into the maximum roll angle configured (`=�) and stay 

there in a circle flight. If the stick is released the reference is set to zero and the vehicle 
stabilizes in level flight again. The proportional gain ��Ç is increased or decreased if the turn 

is either too slow or too unstable, respectively. Integrative gain �ÅÇ is adjusted to hold the 

desired angle and diminish steady state error. 

The procedure is repeated for both right and left turn and for pitch attitude in a similar 

manner. In this case, the control stick is pushed to the extreme up and down positions. This is 

intended to cause a vehicle climb or descend movement with a constant rate, if controller 

gains are correctly tuned. The pitch maximum reference ^
0� is set to be higher than the 

pitch minimum reference ^
A� so descend rate is less abrupt than climb rate. This is 

configured that way because descending movement results in a more dangerous maneuver to 

the vehicle due to the increased airspeed caused by gravitational force.  

The fly-by-wire mode is still used to adjust the pitch compensation in the roll controller. 

In a bank turn the vehicle is wanted to neither gain nor lose altitude. The pitch compensation 

gain is increased if the vehicle loses altitude and vice-versa. 

With the attitude control tuned the next stage is to tune optimize the navigation. To test 

the navigation controller (outer loops) the autopilot is configured with the RTL flight mode. 

The vehicle is piloted to a remote location far enough from the home position to allow a 

visualization of the vehicle attitude when the RTL mode is engaged. In RTL mode the vehicle 

returns to the home position and starts loiter around the home position. 

With the RTL mode engaged if the plane is flying away the home location, the guidance 
proportional gain ��È is increased by 25%. This process is done until the vehicle starts loiter 

around the home location. If the vehicle is still not responding enough, integrative gain ��È  is 

applied to diminish the steady state error relative to the reference. 

In contrast, if the vehicle comes to the home location with an unstable waving movement 
the proportional gain ��È is reduced.  

To hold altitude the autopilot uses pitch and throttle. To tune the altitude hold the plane 

is set in a flight navigation mode like RTL. The procedure is similar to attitude controller 

tuning. There are three gains that directly interact in the altitude. The throttle proportional 
and integrative gains KÃÉ and KÅÉ, and the airspeed proportional gain KÃÊ. The tuning process 

starts with low gain values. If the vehicle climbs, the throttle proportional gain is increased 

until the climb tendency is suppressed. Then the throttle integrative gain is slowly increased 

until steady altitude flight is achieved. Setting that gain will automatically set the gains for 

the airspeed hold.  

4.6.2 - Flight Planning Software  

To achieve a controller autonomous flight the autopilot need to be provided with a flight 

plan as navigation guide. The flight plan needs to be set on ground before flight.  

To plan missions a flight planning software, illustrated in Figure 4.27, is used. This 

software requires a platform with Windows OS to run. The platform must be connected to the 

Internet and to the autopilot serial port through serial to USB FTDI cable to upload the flight 

plan to the autopilot. 

The software allows ground planning of the flight mission through the definition of 3D 

navigation waypoints. To help in this process, the software has a navigation window 
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connected to Google Maps. 3D waypoints are manually set by typing latitude, longitude and 

altitude coordinates, or by clicking in the map window. 

 

Figure 4.27 – Flight planning software 

The status box has two buttons, one to read the flight plan saved in the autopilot and 

other to write it in the autopilot non-volatile memory. The status bar indicates the status of 

the process displaying debug messages in case of read/write failure. 

The home info box has two main functions: the set manually check box allows manual 

introduction of coordinates in the respective text boxes above and the over terrain check 

box. With over terrain checked the program acquires the altitude at each waypoint and offset 

the altitude for the autopilot to fly the altitude reference above all individual waypoints and 

not just above the home waypoint. 

The radius limit defines how closely the aircraft has to come to the waypoint to be 

considered a valid waypoint. 

4.7  - Payload 

In order to satisfy the requirement for advanced control algorithms based on vision 

systems and to increase the system value as a surveillance tool, the MAV was equipped with a 

vision system payload designed to operate within the payload compartment. 

The requirements for the vision system will be presented in section 4.7.1. 

The system consists in an air component and a ground component and a data link 

interface. Both are detailed in section 4.7.2. 

4.7.1 - Payload Requirements 

A testbed for vision system algorithms testing must invariably provide a vision payload 

solution that satisfies the requirement for the vision based control routines. 
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 A typical vision system consists in an image sensor that must be capable of capturing 

video of the surface under the airframe while the vehicle is in flight operation. It must also 

be able to transmit captured video to the surface in real-time for visualization and processing 

proposes. This suggests the implementation of a wireless communication link for analog video 

signal transmission and a ground component with potential to convert the analog video in 

digital data to be displayed analyzed and stored in a computational platform. The image 

sensor needs to have sufficient resolution that allows the operator or target tracking 

algorithms to spot and identify targets at altitudes up to 150 meters approximately. 

In order to identify all of the targets it is important that the UAV be capable of 

maintaining a wide field of view while creating good spatial resolution images to identify 

target characteristics. 

4.7.2 - Vision System 

The vision system is composed by the payload air component that consists in a camera to 

capture video and an RF analog video transmitter and a ground component composed by an 

RF video receiver, a frame grabber to capture digital frames from the analog video signal and 

a computational platform (laptop) to display and store video frames, like it is illustrated in 

Figure 4.28. 

 

Figure 4.28 – Payload vision system architecture 

The image sensor is a KX191 CCD color camera with black and white night mode and a 

horizontal resolution of 520 TVL. The camera comes with an F4mm IR sensitive lens and 

weights 46 grams approximately. The camera is power supplied by the flight platform battery 

directly. 
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Some minor modifications were performed with the aim of reducing weight of the 

camera. Figure 4.29 shows the stock camera after modifications. The metal frame was 

removed allowing a weight saving of 10 grams approximately. In order to take images of the 

surface, the camera is mounted inside the payload compartment with the lens pointing to the 

surface. 

To transmit the video signal, a 900MHz RF video transmitter is installed on-board.  The 

four channels allow the operation in a frequency range from 910 MHz to 1040MHz with a 

500mW output power. The antenna is RF SMA with a gain of 2dBi. The module weights 

approximately 24 grams with antenna and like the camera it is powered by the on-board 

battery. 

 

Figure 4.29 – KX191 CCD camera, before and after modifications 

 The payload-specific ground hardware consists in a system to capture the analog video 

signal transmitted from the vehicle. Image is captured by a 900MHz RF dual output receiver 

from Rangevideo with four channels operation and compatible with the on-board transmitter. 

It has an 8dBi SMA antenna attached that is compatible with the payload video transmitter 

installed in the vehicle. 

The system is complete with a frame grabber device to capture the analog signal. This 

device captures digital frames from the analog video signal. The device used is a Terratec 

Grabby frame grabber with capture rate up to 25 frames per second at 720 x 576 pixels 

resolution. Digital frames are sent to the ground station laptop through a USB connection in 

an image compression format to be stored and displayed. 

4.8  - Ground Station 

This section presents the ground station hardware and software. As it was defined in 

chapter 2, the ground station is divided in two components: autopilot and payload. 

Another important part of the ground station system, is the RC transmitter that allows the 

human pilot/operator to interact with the flight platform. The ground control hardware is 

discussed in section 4.6.1. 

The Ground station software consists in the autopilot ArduPilot GCS and the payload 

software to visualize the video frames. Section 4.6.2 presents a detailed discussion about the 

ground station software features. 
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4.8.1 - Ground Station Hardware 

The autopilot specific ground station hardware is composed by two main components. The 

communication component, which consists in an XBee 900MHz RF modem shown in Figure 

4.30, similar to the one used on-board of the flight platform that was presented and discussed 

in section 4.5.1. The main difference between those two modules is the antenna interface. 

The ground module has an RPSMA interface to connect a 900MHz antenna for higher range. 

The antenna is a 900MHz RPSMA duck antenna with a gain of 2dBi. The XBee modem is 

connected to a serial to USB adapter board to interface with the ground computational 

component. The computational component consists in a laptop running Microsoft Windows OS 

to support the GCS software. 

The RPSMA module it used as ground modem, so it has an XBee Explorer USB board for USB 

interface with the GCS platform and a 900MHz RPSMA duck antenna. 

The RC transmitter completes the ground station hardware. For this system a 2.4GHz 

Futaba 7C transmitter was used. However any RC transmitter functioning at 2.4GHz could be 

used. The RC transmitter is part of the fail-safe system, and allows the operator to interact 

with the vehicle in order to control vehicle motion (roll, pitch and throttle), set trim values 

and switch autopilot flight modes. 

 

Figure 4.30 – Xbee 900MHz RF ground modem 

4.8.2 - Ground Station Software 

The ground station software is composed by the ArduPilot GCS, which is open-source like 

the remaining software. This software runs on Windows OS only and needs the Labview 

runtime Engine and serial drivers plus the Google Earth application installed in the GCS 

laptop. 

The ArduPilot GCS provides a visual interface to the operator with information relative to 

the MAV status plus attitude and navigation data display, shown in Figure 4.31. 
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Figure 4.31 – Ground station software 

Table 4.1 - Figure 4.31 function description. 

Index Function description 

1 STOP button used to exit GCS application 

2 
Communication Status that indicates if GCS can communicate with ArduPilot 

Red means no communication; Green means communication established 

3 Message Box 1 - various status messages 

4 Access to the various GCS tabs 

5 Battery, Throttle, and IMU health indicators 

6 Climb Rate 

7 Message Box 2 – various information (flight mode, etc) 

8 
Navigation Display - waypoint, distance to waypoint, and plane's latitude and 

longitude information 

9 Google earth map with plane location and flight path 

 

There are four navigation tab windows: 

The main tab window, shown in Figure 4.32, displays a virtual cockpit with flight-time 

information about the status of the vehicle. 
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Figure 4.32 – Ground station software: main tab 

Table 4.2 - Figure 4.32 function description. 

Index Function description 

1 Altimeter that indicates current altitude and altitude hold 

2 Artificial Horizon that indicates roll and pitch 

3 Speedometer that indicates air speed and ground speed 

4 Course and Bearing indicator 

 

The setup tab, partially shown in Figure 4.33, is used to setup the communication port 

with the autopilot. One important issue is the fact that GPS and RF modem share the same 

serial port so the GCS baud bate for telemetry data must be set to match the GPS 

communication baud rate. 
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Figure 4.33 - Ground station software setup tab 

The IMU Data tab window handles IMU data so it is not used in this case. 

The Debug Data tab displays the high-rate telemetry data sent by the autopilot with 

attitude and GPS navigation information, and debug data about the autopilot waypoint 

navigation (reached waypoint, missed waypoints, etc). 

The high-rate telemetry data is sent at 10Hz, and GPS navigation data at 1Hz, so it’s 

almost impossible for the operator to visualize the data display in real-time because of its 

dynamics. Due to this impossibility, the whole data is automatically saved by the software in 

two different log files: A log file containing navigation and attitude data and a KML2 log file 

containing KML data that exhibits the flight path and waypoints. 

                                                 
2 KML is an XML schema for expressing geographic annotation and visualization within Internet-based, 
two-dimensional maps and three-dimensional Earth browsers like Google Earth  





 

 

Chapter 5  

MAV Test, Performance Evaluation and 
Validation 

The task of testing an MAV system and validate its behavior is not simple due to the 

complexity of the system. There are several subsystems that must be tested individually 

before attempting to put the vehicle in the air, for safety reasons. A test procedure was 

developed in order to guarantee that all subsystems work properly and are correctly 

integrated. The preformed tests are essentially of two types: 

• Pre-flight check-up tests – Check-up tests are intended to test the various 

subsystems after their integration in the vehicle and before flight tests; 

• In-flight tests – Initial flight tests were performed in order to determine the 

vehicle dynamics, performance and behavior in a real flight environment. After 

the integration of the autopilot, flight tests were realized to tune PID controllers 

to achieve stable flights and then optimize algorithms for GPS waypoints 

navigation, path tracking and altitude hold. Tests on the communication link 

between ground and vehicle were also performed as part of the flight tests 

procedure; 

Figure 5.1 illustrates the testing procedure executed during the system development life-

cycle. 
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Figure 5.1 – Test procedure flow chart 

Each stage of the testing procedure had the goal of validating and evaluate the overall 

system performance. These stages are discussed in the next sections.  
Tests, evaluation and validation of the flight platform, flight management and control 

system and payload are discussed in sections 5.1 to 5.5 respectively. 

The last two sections present an evaluation of the MAV system performance regarding the 

requirements and a cost analysis of the system. 

5.1  - Flight Platform Tests 

Due to the lack of a valid and realistic dynamics model of the flight platform, flight 

dynamics of the vehicle was analyzed during VLOS (Visual Line Of Sight) flights by visual 

observation of the vehicle behavior and by analysis of the telemetry data. Flight tests 

provided valuable information through observation of the vehicle dynamic response to 

disturbances. Acquired data provided valuable information about the vehicle performance in 

a real flight environment. 

Almost four hours of flight were performed, including pilot-in-the-loop and autopilot-in-

the-loop flights. The pilot-in-the-loop flights were essentially performed in order to 

determine the platform flight characteristics, to trim and test airworthiness as well as the 

stability of the platform with all the flight management and payload equipment installed. 

The majority of the tests were performed with all the avionics already on-board, but 

without the video system payload. 
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5.1.1 – Pilot-in-the-loop Flight Tests 

Endurance, maneuverability, stability, and other considerations of the flight platform are 

analyzed and evaluated based on a flight test based approach.  

During pilot-in-the loop flight tests, the flight platform was flown under different 

operation conditions. Banking turns, climbing and descending maneuvers at different 

airspeeds and altitudes were performed by the pilot in order to identify the lateral and 

longitudinal dynamic response of the vehicle under disturbances generated by the actuated 

control surfaces. Steady and leveled flights were performed in order to understand the 

dynamic response of the vehicle under environmental disturbance factors such as wind gust 

effects. Trim settings were identified to achieve stable and level flight and exhaustive flight 

was performed in order to evaluate the endurance. 

Flight tests were realized under the control of the pilot through the RC. The autopilot was 

functioning only to acquire vehicle state variables via the sensorial unit and send it to the 

ground station for further analysis. Figure 5.2 shows an example of a flight path generated 

during a piloted flight.  

 

Figure 5.2 – Example of a Pilot-in-the-loop flight path 

The following procedure is followed for the pilot in-the-loop flight tests: 

• Pre-flight procedure to check the vehicle subsystems that includes the RC 

connection, control surfaces, propulsion system and battery; 

• Launch the vehicle in manual flight mode (this stage is only valid for the pilot-in-

the-loop flights with the autopilot already installed); 
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• Once the vehicle is in the air and reached a safe altitude, various maneuvers are 

performed (during this stage, with the RF communication already installed, the 

flight telemetry data is monitored by the operator); 

• Vehicle is trimmed for a level flight with hands-off RC and stored in the RC 

memory; 

• After the vehicle is landed the flight test data and considerations are reported for 

further analysis. 

5.2  - Flight Platform Evaluation and Validation 

As stated in the preceding section, the flight platform evaluation is based in a flight test 

procedure.  

During those flights the pilot feedback was taken in account due to his better perception 

of the flight dynamics as the control element. 

Thus, this analysis reveals the subjective perspective of the pilot and operator about the 

flight platform dynamics. Objective analysis is only assured by the telemetry data evaluation 

and fluid dynamics theory. 

The evaluation and validation of the flight platform is done regarding the next aspects: 

• Stability – It was observed that the flight platform reveals lateral and longitudinal 

instabilities. The longitudinal behavior was observed during the upwards 

deflection of the elevators with relatively low amplitude (4! ≅ 5º).  The pitch 

angle θ and the angle of attack ⍺ converged to higher values and the velocity 

decreased progressively. If the deflection is not neutralized this behavior leads to 

a critical reduction of the lift coefficient and consequently stall effect. Fluid 

dynamics stall theory and research studies about dynamics of the Zagi flying wing 

[32] support this behavior tendency; The lateral behavior was tested by applying a 

step input to the ailerons (40 ≅ 5º) during a trimmed and level flight. This 

procedure induces a roll rate that leads to spiral dive if the movement is not 

opposed. Pitch angle θ decreases, and the velocity increases due to the descent 

movement. This is consistent with the flight data acquired. It can be concluded 

that the flight platform is relatively instable due to low Reynolds number and lack 

of rudder control surface to correct lateral dynamics and provide more stability. It 

was determined that an active stabilization in pitch angle and roll angle is 

required, with pitch compensation for descend movement caused by bank turns; 

• Maneuverability – The flight platform revealed to be very responsive to 

disturbances generated by the control surfaces. This can be explained by low 

inertial moments of the vehicle. This is a positive feature regarding the 

maneuverability of the vehicle during straight flight paths with pronounced turns, 

but also a negative issue as it makes the task of stabilization harder to the 

autopilot; 
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• Endurance – The maximum flight endurance is estimated by battery capacity PS=³, 
and total power consumption of the system P³( in Wh: 

 t=�Ã = PS=³P³(  

 t=�Ã is the endurance at maximum power consumption. During flight tests the 

platform revealed an average endurance of 15minutes; 

• Structure – During the flight tests several landings were performed. The structure 

revealed a high level of robustness and resistance to hard landings and inclusively 

to some crashes that occurred due to the loss of the RC signal or low battery 

power and consequent loss of propulsion.  

 

5.3  - Flight Management and Control System Test 

Various tests that included check-up and flight tests were completed to ensure proper 

operation of the complete fight management and control system. 

The data link and telemetry logging, GPS receiver, flight sensors, and fail-safe circuit 

where all tested after their integration in the system and prior to attempting autonomous 

fight of the vehicle. Some of the avionics that directly interface with the autopilot were 

tested using a debug suite running in the autopilot. Section 5.3.1 discusses those test 

programs.  

In order to become familiar with the autopilot system and insure stable autonomous 

flight, several flight tests have been performed during and after the development stage. At 

the time of this writing, six autonomous flights, including RTL and waypoint navigation have 

been completed, each with durations ranging from six to ten minutes approximately. Besides 

that, several flight tests in different flight modes were performed to check and setup the 

configuration of the autopilot and to perform the control tuning and optimization procedure 

described in the previous chapter. These flight tests included stabilize and fly-by-wire flight 

modes discussed in section 5.3.2, and RTL, loiter and waypoint navigation modes detailed 

discussed in sections 5.3.2.2 and 5.3.2.3 The discussion of the navigation flight tests is 

complemented with the exhibition and description of a flight test example for RTL and 

waypoint navigation both performed in the Aero Clube da Costa Verde at Espinho [45] in the 

past 27th day of January, between 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. 

Further, the flight tests allowed the testing of various avionic components in a real flight 

environment. The performance evaluation of each these subsystems in particular, and the 

flight management and control system in general are discussed in section 5.4  

5.3.1 - Avionics Testing Software 

The ArduPilot features some programs to test the different avionics subsystems. Those 

testing programs are important in the integration process to test if the subsystem 

functionalities are operating like expected. To run those programs a very simple setup was 

mounted.  
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The ArduPilot board was connected to a laptop through serial port, and configured to run 

in debug mode with the desired program test. Program tests were performed to the following 

four subsystems: 

• RC inputs (aileron, elevator and throttle channels); 

• Servo outputs (throttle, left and right elevons); 

• Sensor inputs (X, Y and Z thermopile sensors and airspeed sensor); 

• GPS input data; 

The RC input program mode was used to test the RC communication link and check if the 

input values act accordingly with the movement of the RC sticks. In this mode the autopilot 

reads the input values coming from the RC and transmits them via serial port to the laptop. 

This procedure is also important in the definition of the minimum and maximum values of the 

channels for calibration and trim proposes. Those values were then updated to the 

configuration in order to optimize the output commands to the servo-actuators. Figure 5.3 

shows a sample of the data displayed in the serial monitor during the RC debug process as the 

RC stick was moved. The RC channel 1 corresponds to the aileron actuator, RC channels 2 and 

3 to elevator and throttle actuator respectively. The RC channel 4 is for rudder control, so it 

is not used in this vehicle. The data is displayed in milliseconds of the PWM drive signal. 

 

Figure 5.3 – RC test program data sample (ch1: ailerons, ch2: elevators, ch3: throttle and ch4: rudder) 

The servo output debug mode allows checking the servo-actuators attitude according with 

the commands sent by the RC. This program test is very similar to the previous one, but in 

this case, the autopilot transmits the commands that are been sent to the servo-actuators. 

The data sampled reflects modifications that are being performed by the RC sticks or 

variations in the values read from stabilization sensors. In Figure 5.4, a sample of data is 

illustrated. The channel mapping is the same as the RC input program. 

 

Figure 5.4 – Data sample during the test program to check servo-actuator commands (ch1: ailerons, 
ch2: elevators, ch3: throttle and ch4: rudder) 

To test the sensorial system inputs, the autopilot is set in sensor input debug mode. This 

checks the IR thermopiles and airspeed sensor outputs. Attending the Figure 5.5, the first 

three column values correspond to the three axis sensors. Aligning the vehicle with the 

horizon and rolling it in both directions induces a change in those values due to the difference 

in the temperature gradient read by both sensors. 

The fourth column corresponds to the airspeed sensor input. An air blow in the sensor’s 

active pitot produces a variation in the acquired values. 
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Figure 5.5 – Sensor inputs data sample  

 

Figure 5.6 – Data sample of the test program to check servo-actuator commands  

To test the GPS receiver, the autopilot is set in GPS input debug mode. In this test the 

GPS output coordinates are acquired by the autopilot and sampled in the serial monitor. To 

run this test the GPS receiver is placed outdoor with a clear view of sky in order to obtain a 

sat lock. 

5.3.2 – Autopilot-in-the-loop Flight Tests 

5.3.2.1  - Stabilize and Fly-by-wire Modes Flight Tests 

Stabilize and fly-by-wire flights were essentially used as part of the control tuning process 

that was already discussed in the previous chapter.  

Further, those flights were also executed as part of the check-up procedure executed 

before attempting navigation flights, in order to determine the behavior of the roll and pitch 

angle controllers in flight. During these flight tests, some adjustments in both attitude 

controller gains were performed as necessary. 

5.3.2.2  – RTL and Loiter Flight Tests 

RTL and loiter navigation algorithms were tested during flight tests in order to evaluate 

their performance under disturbed conditions. These navigation modes were tested together 

because loiter navigation is part of the RTL procedure.  

Figure 5.7 (a) shows an example of a flight path recorded during an RTL flight test. During 

this flight test the vehicle was manually piloted to a random location, and RTL mode was 

activated. The dashed circle in the figure intends to mark the boundary of the flight envelop, 

in which the vehicle should loiter. The path traveled by the vehicle after the activation is 

represented by the red line shown in Figure 5.7 (b). The trajectory illustrates the vehicle 

entering a clockwise loiter pattern from the north around the home location and trying to 

stay on track.  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5.7 – RTL and loiter navigation around home position: (a) yellow line represents the entire flight 
since the take-off to landing, and the red line represents the flight path until the RTL activation; (b) 

loiter pattern around the home location 

 

Some considerations about this flight test must be highlighted:  

• The loiter trajectory was established around the home point with a radius of 80 

meters; 

• The wind conditions during the flight test were not determined although it was 

noticeable an windy and gusty environment, which poses a challenge for the 

autopilot to maintain the vehicle on track; 

• It was noticed that occasionally the vehicle went out of track and resumed the 

loiter pattern from a posterior location; 

• The trajectory was obtained from the GPS data, thus it is subject of potential 

discrepancies of position accuracy;   

5.3.2.3  - Waypoint Navigation Flight Tests 

These flight tests aim to test and evaluate the performance of waypoints navigation, path 

tracking and altitude hold algorithms in a real flight environment.  

Figure 5.2 (a) illustrates the flight path configured before a mission. A set of five 

waypoints were chosen to evaluate the ability of the flight control system to reach these 

positions maintaining a desired track and altitude. The flight path and waypoints were chosen 

to be a challenge to the navigation algorithms as they are separated by a relative distance, 

which allows testing the path tracking efficiently, and with tight turns to test the guidance 

ability. The racetrack was chosen to be 60 meters above the home altitude (8 meters) in 

order to determine the capacity of the autopilot to maintain desired reference. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5.8 – Waypoint navigation: (a) Configured flight path before the flight; (b) yellow line 
represents the entire flight since the take-off to landing and the red line corresponds to the 

waypoint navigation (after the flight mode activation) 

The altitude of the vehicle during the flight test is illustrated in figure Figure 5.9. This 

altitude graph is important to determinate the performance behaviour of the altitude hold 

control algorithms. The maximum deviation to the desired altitude is 14 meters. This is a 

considerable value that must be taken into account to perform refinements in the airspeed 

and pitch controllers. 

 

Figure 5.9 – Graph of the vehicle altitude during the waypoints navigation flight test. The section 
marked with dark purple corresponds to the red flight path represented in Figure 5.8   
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5.4  - Flight Management and Control System Evaluation and 
Validation 

The evaluation of the flight management and control system is essentially based on the 

flight data acquired during the flight tests. There are several systems that were evaluated 

during these flights.  

The loiter flight paths observed during the flight tests were not precise, although with 

more flight tests and gains refinement it is possible to achieve better results. 

Longitudinal and lateral controllers are proven to be well tuned and do not exhibit 

oscillatory behavior although they can be improved by adding feed forward terms where 

appropriate. 

The vehicle behavior during the waypoint navigation flight test allows concluding that the 

flight path track algorithm needs to be refined. The disturbances caused by the wind pushed 

the vehicle out of track in some occasions. This can be explained due the simplicity of the 

cross-track algorithm that was developed to be computationally inexpensive.  

The flight test for the ground commands weren’t performed due the impossibility of the 

autopilot to receive commands during flight. 

5.5  - Payload Test and Validation 

5.5.1 - Vision System 

The ground tests performed to the vision system focalized in the video camera and the 

video streaming link. To test the capture angle and quality of the video signal the camera was 

directly connected to an analog video display. The video streaming was also tested in order to 

determine if the RF link is operational. Although, flight tests are indispensable to validate the 

vision system requirements. These tests were executed at different flight altitudes to 

determine the camera resolution and determine the flight altitudes in which it can efficiently 

identify and recognize targets. In Figure 5.10 are represented some video frames captured 

during a flight test. Those flight tests were performed at difrent altitudes, from 10 meters to 

100 meters, and at different airspeeds.  

Based on flight tests it was determined that the inclusion of the video payload on-board 

did not interfered with the vehicle stability, as it was installed to preserve the vehicle center 

of mass. Although it was visible some electromagnetic interferences in the video signal, that 

can be caused by other equipment operating near the video transmission frequency spectrum.  
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Figure 5.10 – Video frames captured during a flight test 

 

5.6  - System Cost Analysis 

To conclude this chapter, a cost analysis of the complete system is done, regarding an 

evaluation of the system low-cost concept and comparison with another system on the 

market. Table 5.1 shows the cost analyses of the system. 

Table 5.1 - System cost analysis 

Component Price (USD) 

1450 KV DC Brushless motor OUTRUNNER $49.88 

35 amp Brushless ESC $44.88 

2200 MAH LiPo Battery $42.88 

Zagi-ZGO, Zijji Outrunner $90.77 

Hitec servos (2x) $16.50 

Futaba R617FS $89.98 

ArduPilot Board with Atmega 368P $24.95 

ArduShield V2 kit $57.20 

FTDI cable 3.3V $17.95 

FMA Direct XYZ IR thermopiles $99.90 

XBee 900 Wire Antenna $42.95 

XBee Explorer Regulated $9.95 

XBee Pro 900 RPSMA $44.95 

900MHz Duck Antenna RPSMA $7.95 

XBee Explorer USB $24.95 

20 Channel EM-406A SiRF III Receiver with Antenna $59.95 

Vision system: Camera Kx191 $105 
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RangeVideo Aerial Video System 900MHz 500mW $205 

Aditional assembly material (cost estimation) $25 

 Total: $1077.09 

 

Procerus Technologies commercializes UAV platforms [6] with the Kestrel Autopilot 

System [13]. The UAV platform comes in three different topologies, 40, 46 and 60 inches 

wingspan, with all the avionics already installed, pre-tuned, flight tested and ready to be 

used in the test of new control concepts.  An equivalent UAV platform to the one developed 

in this research work is based in a 60" Unicorn platform, in the Kestrel autopilot system, in a 

BTC88R gimbal with a 10x zoom Sony camera and support hardware and software.  

A quick comparative analysis of both systems reveals that: 

Flight platforms, including base hardware are equivalent and relatively similar, however 

the Procerus stock solution doesn’t comes with an RC receiver for manual RC control and 

costs eight times more; 

Kestrel autopilot it’s more capable in terms of hardware and more robust and reliable 

than the ArduPilot used in this system, thus Kestrel autopilot system costs $5000, 

approximately twenty times more; 

 The vision system installed in the Procerus UAV it’s more sophisticated. The gimbal 

mechanism is convenient for some vision based control algorithms. Although, the camera has 

similar characteristics to the one used in the MAV, and the Procerus vision system costs $7500 

with a 2.4GHz video equipment, approximately twenty times more; 

The overall estimated cost of the Procerus UAV system rounds $18,000.  

A rigorous comparative analysis of both system regarding performance and features would 

reveal the cost benefit of both solutions. Thus, the main objective of this cost and 

comparison analysis is to provide a reliable study that sustains the low-cost classification. It is 

fair to assert that the system is low-cost and a valuable tool concerning the development 

costs.



 

 

Chapter 6  

Conclusion and Recommendations 

6.1  - Summary and Conclusions 

The objective of develop a low-cost UAV for testing and validation of advanced control 

algorithms was partially achieved. As the system cost analysis concluded, the utilization of 

relatively inexpensive COTS and a flight management and control system based in a low-cost 

platform and open-source software, contributed to the development of a relatively low-cost 

solution when comparing with other systems available in the market. A total cost of the 

system roundabout 1000$ per unit, which proves that an acceptable and improvable solution 

for this propose is not necessarily expensive regarding the costs associated with technology. 

Although the intensive integration work, which involves hardware, software and field tests 

procedures along with an extended development work associated with the development of 

UAV systems increases their commercial value and in some cases inhibits their utilization in 

the research and developments of new technologies.  

Avionics technology used is much similar to the one used by more expensive autopilot, 

whereas the main difference lies in the fact that more expensive autopilots have better 

computational technology that allows the implementation of more reliable and sophisticated 

control algorithms for state estimation and consequently a better stability and navigation 

performance.  

The objective of attaining an autonomous flight was achieved. However, in order to test 

advanced control algorithms it is still required some development work to improve and 

optimize the flight control algorithms and to remotely operate it. Some limitations of the 

hardware platform used by the autopilot limits the utilization of the flight platform for 

advanced control proposes. Thus, an alternative software solution was being designed to 

overcome the hardware limitations. This alternative still needs to be implemented and tested 

to prove it is a viable and reliable solution.  

Another important conclusion should be done about the obvious advantages of using and 

open-source project, more precisely with the software. It not only facilitated the 

development and integration work, but would also allow the expansion, improvement and 

test of other control algorithm in future works, due to the possibility to be freely modified. 
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The commercial flight platform used in the research work proved to be a very reliable, 

robust and cost-effective solution. The use of this platform would allow an easy replication to 

be applied in a multi-UAV scenario. 

To conclude the system was developed to meet the requirements for performance, 

reliability and safety criteria, although there is still a considerable margin to improvements. 

6.2  - Recomendations  

The current system does not support the reception of commands from the ground station 

that allows the operation and configuration of the flight management and control system 

during the flight. It is recommended that the priority in the future work goes to the 

implementation of a software solution that allows the autopilot to receive control commands 

from a ground station server during flight, overcoming the hardware limitations that restrain 

it. This is an essential step to boost the navigation and tuning processes and regarding the 

capability of the system to receive high level control commands from the ground control. If 

the software solution proves to be insufficient and would not satisfy the requirements, then it 

should be considered upgrade to a better computational platform, with more processing 

capacity and more peripheral interfaces, to support communication with several devices. This 

would, not only, support the reception of in-flight commands, but also provides an improved 

computational capability to explore more complex and efficient algorithms. 

The performance of the flight controllers can be improved with more flight tests to refine 

the autopilot gains and improve the path tracking algorithms. Furthermore, efforts to develop 

or acquire a simulation engine based on a 6DOF model and methods to acquire reliable 

aerodynamic derivatives in order to support and refine the gains of the autopilot attitude and 

navigation controllers should also be considered. The development of a hardware in the loop 

simulator using a reliable model of the flight platform would be an invaluable tool in the 

optimization of navigation and attitude algorithms saving development time spent in flight 

tests. 

Another interesting feature would be the research or improvement of guidance and path 

tracking algorithms to be implemented in the flight control software, studying their 

possibility to be applied in the current system and evaluating the computational impact of 

their implementation. 

During the flight tests, it was noticed the dependency of the system on internet 

connection to obtain a path draw of the flight trajectory or to configure the flight plan. A 

research and study of alternative solutions could diminish this dependency. 

Some features could be made to improve the attitude control, like: 

• The implementation of pitch from altitude controller can improve the altitude 

hold control. The implementation of this controller must be considered 

concerning with computational costs due to more demanding algorithms. 

• Addition of feed forward terms to pitch and throttle controllers dependent on the 

commanded roll. 

And finally, consider the development of plug-ins that would provide the basic control 

functions to the advanced control algorithms, and a GUI that allows the operator to interact 

more efficiently with the flight control. 



 

 

Appendix 
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Appendix A 

 

Representation of the ArduPilot flight control software organization: 
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